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CHAPTER I 

IHTROOOCTIOB -
Prom a mere consideration ot the quantit7 ot literature 

which has appeared on George Bernard Shaw, it is an obvious tact 

that no more than a tev people have ignored him. Many modern lib

erals agree with the Irish-born Engllsbman. But those who chal

lenge him are tar more DWIlerous. In either case, Shaw has been a 

towering tigure so that most men have been torced to turn their 

attention to him at one time or another. Mr. ludwig Lewlsohn SUDlf' 

. up well the prominent place Shaw has taken in the place of untor-

getable characters. 

But he must be a poor creature indeed who is not stirred by 
the luminous sagacity, the daring thought, the intellectual 
passion ot Bernard Shaw. It is not necessary to agree with 
him at any point. Or, it is possible, as in my own case to 
agree with him in a hundred details most heartily and not at 
all in his ultimate conclusions or his tinal aims. It is 
possible, in a word,to do anything but ignore. l 

In these pages Shaw is not going to be ignored. But, 

somewhat like Mr. Lewisohn, the criticism levelled at Shaw here 

. will indicate various points ot disagreement with the playwrigbt'~ 
t 

tinal conclusions. "'-. . 

1 Ludwig Lewlsohn, ll!!. Modern Erama, New York, 1905, ·~9( . 

1 
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The problem ot this thesis begiDa in a series ot articles 

appearing in the !!! Statesman ~ !ation during March 1950. Th~ 

concern the dramatic writing of Bernard Shaw. In a, sense these 

articles are a photographic-minatare ot the overall literature on 

Shaw written within the last titt,. ,.ears. For the,. reflect on a 

small scale the faithful following who detended Shaw, alongside 

ot the group of enthusiastic opponents who accused him. Within 

eight issues ot the above mentioned periodical Shaw tinds triends 

who acclaim his genius and serious critics who belittle his 

efforts. 

The dispute began when Mr. Terence Rattigan labelled the . i 

dramatic writings ot Shaw as "plays ot ideas." The somewhat dero~~ 
. . 

atory meaning of this term is evident as Rat~igan calls the "plaYf 
. 

of ideas" a "heresy tounded on the talse notion that ideology 

equals inteliect."2 He believes that idle theorizing is at the 

base of most of Shaw's plays. According to Rattigan, Shaw, in 

the midst of his theorizing, has sacritic,ed the intelligent plan 

01' mental outline ot plot, character, and action. But it is Just 

this mental blueprint, drawn up carefully and followed taithtull~ 

which is at the base ot all good plays. 
I 

This paper will show that Shaw, at 1~8t in one play, 

2 Terence Rattigan,- "Ooncerning the Pla7 ot Ideas,-
New Statesman and Nation, London, XXXIX, March 4, 1950, 24l,_cit
ing Shaw in the ~~turdax Review. tor 1895. 
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Saint i2!n, Justl 7 deserved the censure he rece1ved trom Hr. Rat

tigan. An analys1s ot Saint ~ will show that Shaw is mainly 

interested in establishing his thes!s. The nature ot this thesis 

will be explained later on.'· Such things in the playas character 

plot, and action are only ot sec9ndary importance to Shaw. 

But the case against Shaw is not universal. For among 

the contemporary critics and playwrights who detended Shaw in thJs 

series are such men as Sean oteasey, James Bridie, Peter Ustinov, 

Ben Levy, and Ted Willis. Their method ot detense was to attaok 

directly the article written by Rattigan. 

Shaw too has something to say in hls own detense. Writ

ing a tew weeks atter Rattigan, Shaw takes a stand against his 

accuser. 

Now there are ideas at the back ot my plafs; and Mr. Rattigan 
does not like my plays because they are not exaotly llke his 
own, and no doubt bore him; so he instantly deolares that 
plays that have any ideas in them are bad plays, and indeed 
not plays at all, but plattorm speeches, pamphlets, and lead
ing articles. 3 

In the same article, Shaw tirmly states that "the quality ot~ 

-'~'t: :~ the ·play is the quality ot the Ideas.~ In other words 

tor him the ideas determine the intrinsio value ot the play. 

So much tor Shaw's own detense. Mr. ~n Levy wastes no 

words in rejecting Rattigan's critioism. 

3 George Bernard Shaw, "The Play ot Ideas" ~ Statesm~ 
XXXIX, Karch, 1950, 510 

t-_-.-.I;Ih.-.".Ib ...... li ... d ..... '.-------------------, 
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Hov although. these epltlea (and tb-amattsts who hay. heeded 
thea) c~UUs. tt1:l.6 aor-eallM bam&. &1' Ideas vt't.b. a J.~O,?4g,u4& 
drama, tbtfre 1.. l)0> reUe1%l. 111JJ7 'Eltttlga. z~WI..t. t't..'ll. !.t:.t.flI ~ 
same error, and .till 1 •••. ~or supposing that Shav ever d14 •• 
In fact, of course, Shaw vas the avowed foe ot propaganda 
drama. 5 

It can be seen that there is not entire agreement on the 

type of p1a7 which Shaw wrote. These rew quotes suggest that the 

opinions on Shaw and his plays which are found in his biographies 

and in commentaries on his pla7s vary. Such is the case. For 

many critics who wrote on Shaw long betore these articles were 

published have maintained contrary views on the playwright. Thus 

the issue in the !!.!! Statesman is rather an outcome ot the discus -

ion about Shaw which has been going on tor the last generation.6 

As a result ot the continuous controversy on G.B.S. deti· 

nite appraisals ot various plays by Shaw have been made by some 

critics. Although the expression "play otideas" was not empl07ed 

so freely at that time as it is now, some critics and biographers 

recogn1zed m~ot Shav's plays for what they were: propaganda 

pieces, pulpit oratory" or soap-box campaigning. For example, 

Widowers' Hous~, his tirst signiticant play, is simply an under-

( 5 Ben Le"Q', "The Play ot Ideas,· Hew Statesman, XXXIX, 
March 25, 1950, 338. ~ 

6 Writing on drama, such men as John Gassner, Eric Bent
ley, Cleanth Brooks, and Ludwig Lewisohn have discussions on Shaw' 
"Plays ot ideas." Archibald Henderson and Wll1iam Irvine, bio
graphers ot Shaw, also treat at some length the "plays o~ ideas." 



mining, daring attack on current moralit7. an affront to "m14dle 

class society."7 The charaoters are no more than "disembodies 

voices or abstract po1nts of view."8 ~ Warren's Protession is 

written by Shaw the economist, striving to remedy the prevailing 

social degradation and rampant prostitution. Archibald Henderson 

dismisses the playas a "powerful sermon true enough, and thor

oughly moral 1n its purpose.n9 Concerning ~ !Ea ~ Man Shaw 

admitted tPat his wit caused the play to have an "insane success, 

undesired on his part. The delightful comedy was so completely, 

enjoyed that the au.dienoe never once adverted to his message: lO 

Raina and Captain Bluntschli won the audience. ' They were too-lift!

like. Shaw was disappointed by the r,ct that his own cleverness 

d1stracted trom the "1dea" or "point" he wished to convey. In 

Napoleon Bonaparte the unrecognizable general seems to be more tb 

mouthpiece ot Shaw's own philosophy than the soldier known so wel~ 

in history'. As Patrick Braybrooke sees Napoleon, he is merelY' 

Shaw. "fIJ t is Shaw all the time 'who is speaking, he is not so 

much th; playwr1ght as the ' dialectician. nll ~ Devil'a Disoiple 

7 Archibald Hen~6rson, Bernard ~.Playboy ~ Proohe, 
Ne~ York, 1932, 340. 

8 Mart1n Elleh~uge, The Pos1tion ot~ernard Shaw 1n 
European Drama ~ Ph1losophy, Copenhagen, 1'9'31, 24. --

9 Henderson, Bernard ~, 411. 

10 ~., 474. 
11 cPatrick5Braybrooke, The Genius g! Bernard ~, J.P. Lippincott 0., 192_, ---
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and ~ Doctor's Dilemma are two clear examples ot the playwright' 

preoccupation with his thesi., resulting in a depreciation ot dra

matic integrity. In Major Barbara Shaw torgets hi8 characters in 

his desire to emphasize poverty as a crime. Henderson recognized 

the playas political criticism ot economic sooiety. It paves the 

way for sociali8m as fta powerful 8ermon an whiol\] great SOCial, 

philosophioal, and moral lessona bave to be driven home. n12 It 

the former plays all oontatndisoussion, Getting Married is noth

ing but discussion. Shaw satirizes the institution of marriage. 

The only conflict lies between the various theories on marriage.l~ 

With H!!! ~ Superman Shaw gained for himselt the title ot sooia1-

istic philosopher. The sub-title i8 "A Comedy and a Philosophy"; 
. . 

thus it is not difficult to see the p1aywright.s solution for the 

enigmas of the world. Shaw presents his ideas through hismoutb

pieces; Tanner, Ann, and Don Juan. But the crowning point ot Sha

vian philosophy is seen in ~ ~ Methuselah. This play is the 

mature development and logical consequent of the Life Force theor1 

proposed in !:!!a. .!!!!1 Superman. According to Henderson, "this play 

demonstrated to the public that Shaw is a philosopher in the cos

mic sense, with a wealth of religious te.ling, and a burning desi~ 

12 Henderson, Bernard ~, 523. 

13 Although ,it would be interesting , to set down Shaw's 
teaohing on marriage"this is no place for a criticism of his 
moral radicalism. His oft-quoted remark is telling: "Marriage is 
the most lioentious of institutions." 



, 
tor raoe improyement."~ However, Henderson agrees with molt o~ 
Shaw'. oritios when he say8 that Back to Methuselah add. nothing 

to Shaw the dramatist, but rather prevents one trom justly oalling 

him a dramatic artist. Braybrooke oomments that it is taken tor 

granted that the play is meant to be a philosophical disquisition. 
le; Therefore question about character portrayal is not even raised •. ~ 

These tew play. seem to be a tair sampling of Shaw. 

Each ot them manitests some characteristio ot "plays ot ideas." 

Yet, as tar as canpe ascertained, no one has subjected any o~ pre~ 

viously mentioned plays to a critical analysis to prove, as tar as 

is possible, just how any of them are "plays ot ideas." Perhaps 

the critios thought they would be emphasizing the obvious were 

they to prove in detail their acousations. They seem satisfied to 

generalize on allot Shaw's plays, with the all-inclusive state

ment that Shavlan drama is Chiefly ooncerned with the ideas at the 

base of the plays. For example, Braybrooke'. general critioism il 

aimed at the subordination of charaoter, aotion, snd dialogue to 

the thesis of the play. 

Shaw's drama --let me say it again-- i. the drama ot idea: 
intellectual drama, drama that is psychologic in that it. aim 
is to reveal oharacter in the cause ot an idea, and theretore 

i doctrinaire, in that through dialogue, scene and action it 
desires to maintain, set torth, and brlng~home a theory. ,16 

Henderson, Bernard Shaw, 535 • .................. --- -
15 Braybrooke, Genius ~ Bernard ~, 152. 
16 Ibid., 242. 
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Hende~son also holds up Shaw as a promoter ot ideas and 

discussion. However, he tails to indioate where or how Shaw em

ploys these discussions in any particular play. 

Shaw was virtually alone in his attempt to open the windows 
of the theatre to a tresh and vivitying cur~ent ot ideas. 
To Shaw, to dramatize was to philosophize. ( 

He shows that Shaw tully intended to attack any existing idea or 

institution with a counteracting discussion. "It is an instinct 
" 

with me personally to attack every idea which bas been tull grown 

for ten years, especially it it claims to be the toundation ot al~ 

society.nlB 

Samuel Chew, states that nShaw's atm has not been to 

tell a story, but to convey ideas. n19 

From these various opinions on Shaw's plays the general 

problem is clear. Are Shaw's plays actually "plays ot ideas"' 
. 

In this thesis the general problem will be tocused into the spe-

citic problem. The point ot focus, as mentioned above, will be 

Saint Joan. Is Saint ~ a nplay ot ideas"? 

Now that the scope ot this thesis has been set torth 

there are a tew detinitions ot technical terms which should be 

giv,n here. "Idea" means the mental tmage or picture of an objec1. 

17 Henderson, Bernard ~, 340. 

18 ~., Henderson quoting Shaw. 

\. 

19 Albert C. Baugh, ed., A Literarl Historl ~ England. 
New York, 1948, 1525. 

--. . " , iPU. Ail" . 4 wep. a , .. .,.eA' .. ;t . , C C 4..0;), i . C .P . . M4tt. 1 .t '; . 4 , 
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act8 a8 the pattern, plan or outline which must be rol ~a image 

lowed. In the case ot the plarvright, the idea wlll be the menta 

outline whlch he realizes concretel7 In h18 dialogue and atage 

dlrections. "Theory" is any attempted explanation ot 80me tact, 

or any possible solution ottered to explain the "Why" ot thinga. 

The idea is distinct trom the theory. For while the tormer i8 

only the pattern to be tollowed in working out the solution ot 

some problem, the latter is the solution itselt. Thus the idea i 

the topic point of the discussion. The solution ot this discuss

ion is always that otthe playwright. His solution Is his theory. 

For example, the basic idea ot the discussion in Getting Married 

is the institution of marriage. The solution ot the problem is t 

do away with conventional marriage. This is Shaw's theory. 

The technical expression "play ot ideas" indicates that 

type ot play in which ideas are furnished, discussed, and evolved 

The validity of the proposed idea is discussed by the characters 

ot the play_ In Getting Married, tor example the varioust~harac

tel's" argue with one another on the worth or worthlessness ot 

marriage. Closely allied with the "play ot -ideas" Is the "theala 

pla:r." Some authors identity the t~o. 20 In both types the dra-
• I 

matlst is more concerned with provlng his poln~than he is with 

telling the truth about lite. In tact the dramatist thinks that 

20 Barrett H. Clark, ! Stud! ~ !a! Modern Drama, New 
ork, 1934, 251. 
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his point is the truth about lite. Whether or not others agree 

with him is beside the point, as tar as he is concerned. Again 

in both types, characters and dramatic structure are usually sub

ordinated to the message o~ "theory" which the playwright intends 

to convey. Since the message is so important there is plenty ot 

dialogue. Action is comparatively unimportant. 

In the "propaganda play" the playwright shows a closed 

mind to the case at hand. The dramatist has destroyed the possi

bility of a problem play by prejudicing the solution according to 

his own designs. In the propaganda play the playwright is not 

satisfied to offer a theory to explain the facts. He goes a step 

further. In order to make his audience wholly sympathetic towards 

the hero, the author usually paints him lily white. Completely 

evil torces are embodied in the characters opposing him. 

At the base ot the play !!!e an idea there is ~lways 

some human conflict. The mere discussion ot a few ideas by a num

ber ot characters does not fulfill the requirements ot this type 

of drama. 

The blueprint in the mind ot the playwright is as .ssen

ti.l step in the tormation ot this type ot play also. But within 
• 

that mental pattern some consideration has be'en given to charactelp 

so that they appear human. The plot is probable. The action is 

motivated with dramatic tore shadowing and successful characteriza-

tion. 
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Another ditterence between the "play ot ideas" and the 

play ~ an idea lies in the ditterenoe ot theory and truth. The 

playwright might openly attack some custom or tradition accepted 

by a large part of the human race, as Shaw does in Getting Married 

On the other hand, he may be satisfied merely to condemn poverty 

as a crime, as in Major Barbara. Far trom empty speculation, he 

may sincerely believe that he has caught the truth ot lite--that 

poverty is a crime, marriage a lioentious institution. But it is 

always true that in "plays ot ideas" the notions or ideas ot the 

playwright are proposed to be discussed by his charaoters. The 

element of truth disappears as the a~thor presents eaoh solution 

according to his own convictions. But the truth ot poverty does 

not lie in the discussion ot it. The truth is in the tact that as 

a result ot poverty widespread human griet and contlict spring up. 

The truth otlite is the basis tor the play with an ides 

There is no by-passing ot truth in order to get tothe discussion 

ot the thesis. 

Any well-known drama by Shakespeare exemplitles the plal 

~ an idea. The plot ot Othello, tor example, was tormed acoord 

ing to the mental outline ot Shakespeare. It is evident that jeal 
i 

ousy and complete selt-contidence were ideas that tormed part ot 

this mental blueprint. But Shakespeare always thought ot these 

moral faults as intimately conneoted up with Othello himself. The 

playwright never disembodied the ideas tor the sake ot discussion. 
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Rather Shakespeare shows tne human tragedy resulting trom these 

moral raults. The idea ot jealousy and selt-conridence exist ror 

the sake ot the ~ontliot, not the oonflict tor the sake ot the 

ideas. 

Shakespeare did not allow a personal bias to color his 

characters. He presented what human nat.ure supplied. Shaw, on 

the other hand, presumes ever7thing but the discussion. These dis 

cussions, which he inais'ts are essential to the modern play, allolii 

him to have the last word. Aooording to Herbert Skimpole, tnese 

conversations are not really dialogue, but only discussion.2l 

It Saint ~can be shown to belong to the category ot 

"play ot ideas" it will be much easier to understand why many 

other plays by Shaw also deserve the same classitication. The 

basis tor this conclusion rests on the ract that most ot the crit

ics believe that Saint Joan is one ot Shaw's best plays, it not . -
the best. ' Therefore, it this play is basioally another concrete 

presentation ot Shavian discussion then bis other plays probably 

have the same detect to a greater degree. There is no attempt in 

this paper, however, to give conclusive proot that tne plays ot 

Shaw other than Saint Joan are "plays ot , ideas." No thorough, 
, -, 

internal examination ot them is made here. I~~ould even be pre-

21 Herbert Sklmpole, Bernard ~, ~ ~ ~ li!! Wo~~ 

London, 1918, 135. 
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~ptuous to state that there '1s conolusive proof that Saint l2!e 
s a "play of ideas." For no matter how thorougb the analysis of 

he play, at most, it should be concluded that al ot the evidenc 

oints this way; or, that as·-tar as can be ascertained, Saint Jo ---. ........ 
, 

s a "play ot ideas" beoause Shaw is propounding bis theories 

.is audienoe. The nature of this type of study prohibits 

atagorioal statement one way or another. 

The procedure in the study ot this play will begin by 

;hrow some light on the matter. There is evidence that Shaw is 

~onscious of his imposition of ideas on the play. For many times 

Ln his preface he asserts his personal be1iet in the ideas express 

)d in the play. Thus the pretace is of some importance. 

study deals mainly with the play itse1t, which, ot course, inc1ud 

" , 

the epilogue. Since the oritics bave said little on Saint Joan in t 
reterence to the problem, at 'hand, theywil1 ·be us.d sparingly. 

By specitioa11y treating Saint~ from the aspect of 

~atter and purpose--the matter Shaw used, and the purpose he lnten 

ed--a better understanding of his own ~iew of the play-will be 
. I 

achieved. A fuller explanation ot these two ter~ is lett tor the 

following chapter. 

' .. 

. , 



CHAPTER II 

MATTER AND PURPOSE 
,., ... 

A DEFINITION 

The title ot the thesis itselt indioates the manner ot 

approaoh to the problem: trom the viewpoint ot matter and purpos 

in relat'lon to Saint ~. 

Although the general notions ot both matter and purpose 

are so basic as to need no explanation in themselves, there is a 

much more definite, almost technioal meaning tor both terms when 

they reter to literature. 

By matter in literature is usually meant all that goes 

into a piece ot literature except the'purpose tor whioh it was 

written. Thus, any historical data used as a toundation tor a 

story are part ot the matter. For example, many documents were 

consulted in preparing the movie "Joan ot ~c" in order that it 

might be a close representation ot the true history ot the Maid. 

Many authorities prepared and checked the scenarios tor accurate 

and d,tailed agreement with authentic history. 
s 

Beside history, any experience ot the \uthor, 

pression lett on him that goes into the literary piece he is writ 

ins 1s part ot the matter. The 1deas themselves which he coneeiv 

A firM ,t.#JAIJ; ."uw UhCI L ).,14;3, u.-4aq)·.' .. lh,JX4.UU",Ik,.JUa'SeUUt221"SUS: ,'., it.S! #.£ ,$ , 

I , 

, 
, 

t 
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and logically ties together are the matter or tne piece. For the, 

fit the definition or matter or material cause: "that out ot 

which a thing com~to be. nl 
..... -

Working upon this matter trom histo17, the wrlt i:; Y per

forms the function ot artist inasmuch as he is Beer and maker. 

' . .. , . 
• 

\ " 

". \ 

That is the artist must be a philosopher who realizes the univers~~ , 

inoidents or occurences which are latent in the particular tacts ~ 

of history. In this sense the artist "sees" the universal in the 
" 

particular. , As maker he concentrates on what lite should be, or 1 

on what must , happen in accord with the laws ot probability and 

neoessity. Imitating nature as it should be, the artist creates 

a person who, on a certain occasion, will speak or act aocording 

to the law of probability. However, it mal happen that the artist 

~ . 

" 

is dealing with history, as in the case ot Jeanne d'Arc. But his I 

primary concern remains the probability and uniVersal character-

istics of that history. Thus, both the historian and artist may t 

be treating the same set or facts. But the tormer's interest 

never goes beyond the faots, while the latter penetrates to the 

basic meaning. Thul, the artist has "made" the situation, even 

'though he has imitated the tacts ot history. Through this whole 

process the artist has been working on what i8 ~eterred to above 

1 Aristotle, Physics, 2, 194b, ~ Works of Aristotle, 
ad. W.D. Ross, II, Oxford, 1930. (There are no page numbers in 
this edition.) 
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as his matter. 

Applied to _S ... a..,ln .. t ... · ~, matter means, tirst ot all, the 

historical background'of the play. Shaw consulted various accoun 

of Joan's lite betore and during her campaign against the English 

in the Hundred Years War. From his reading ~e tormed many ideas 

ot Joan, of the Catholic Church, and of the countries of France 

and England at that time. In short, he acquainted himself to some 

degree with everything that centered about the famOUS lite ot 

Jeanne d'Arc, Maid ot Orleans. In doing all this Shaw acted as 

historian. Beside these particular facts, however, it must be 

realized that many of Shaw's personal convictions--whether right 

or not is not to the point here--on such things as Church autnorf , 

on saints of the Church, and on mystical experience, were deeply 

imbedded in his mind before he came to write Saint Joan. 

When Shaw the artist became interested in Joanls lite, 

he looked upon her as an artist would, not as an historian. He 

sought for the probability . and necessity which were bound up in 

Joan's lite. He kept the .facts about her. But in searching tor 

the universal characteristics contained in the8e facts, he ideal

ized certain phases ot her history. Here Shaw allowed many sub-
i 

jective impressions to color his artistic repre~~ntation ot The 

Maid. In this way the personal convictions and feelings of Shaw 

entered into the subject matter for the play. The basic reason 

for Shaw's exaggeration of the history of Joan is an essential 

4 . . 14 -IS 4.$ a P k4 04" = 6 . ,4 $. 4: ; $ 4 $ 

I 
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factor in labelling Saint ~ a "play ot Ideas. M 

Concerning purpose in literature, iti. clear that there 

are any number ot reasons why a piece of literature is written. 

The author may intend nothing more than the money which will accru 

to him. He may simply desire to entertain by his story, not car-

ing at all about the money. His purpose may be to commemorate 

some outstanding political figure. Finally, be may write tor any 

other purpose that can be imagined. 

Shaw states detinitely that his purpose is not to make 

money, nor to write just tor the sake ot writing. , 

There is nothing of the doctrine ot 'Artf~ Art's sake f 
about him. ItFor artfs sake alone,n he says'2fI -WOUld not 
face the toil of writing a single sentence. I

, . 

Thus, two possible intentions which he might have had are already 

excluded. J.P. Hackett quotes Shaw to the effect that money 1s 

not a concern to his playwriting. 

I write plays with the deliberate object of converting the 
nation to my opinion on these matters •••• I am not dependent 
on the theatre for my livelihood.) . 

Not to gain money, then, but to .preach and teach seems to be the 

primary intention of Shaw's playwriting •. 

2 Renee Deacon, ·Bernard ~ !e Arttat-Philosopher, 
New York, 1910, 86, quoting Shaw. 

3 J.P. Hackett, ~, George versus Bernard, New York, 
1937, 140. 
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It has already been suggested in the introduction that 

this paper will show Shaw's purpose here in _S_a_in_t_~ to be a 

desire to convey his theories, his ideas on the Catholic Church, 

on Joan, and on the Churoh authorities in France at that time. 

This statement of Shaw's purpose is not a prejudgment of the case, 

For the proof of this statement is the precise burden ot the com-

ing ohapters. 

The reason for analyzing Saint ~ on the basis of mat

ter and purpose is that from this approach the attitude of the 

playwright towards his play becomes clear. For the matter of the 

play reveals both the playwright's ideas and the way he expresses 

them in the play. The purpose indicates Shaw's attitude toward 

the play. This sort of analysis enables observers to look at 

Saint ~ in a manner as close as possible to the way in which 

Shaw looked at 'it.4 

Before proceeding with the play, however, a short sum

mary of it might be useful here in order ~o have a backdrop 

against whioh the whole criticism ot Saint .i.2!!! oan be viewed. 

Written in 1923, the play is about a Frenoh country girl 

who hopes to save Franoe t~om the English by driving them trom the 
i 

land. In the first scene Joan appears before Captain Baudrioourt 

4 Although Shaw tells us that he did "nothing but ar
range her for the stage," clearly he is not serious. For his 
whole prefaoe argues to the oontrary. Conter Henderson, Bernard 
~, 543. 
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ot the Frenoh army. She pleadator a hor~e and a tew aoldiera to 

accompany her to the Dauphin tor whom she haa a ,message. Atter 

winning her request and making the journey, Joan appears in the 

court ot Prince Charles, the-Dauphin. She wins him over, gets 

command ot the French army, and gathers under her banner many ot 

the soldiers about the court as they shout, "For God and His Maid. r5 

As Joan arrives at the site ot Orleans, the wind which has been 

preventing the Frenoh trom orossing the river suddenly changes in 

their f'avor. As they cross the cry is again, "The Maidl The Maid~. 

God and the Maid."6 Some days atter the victory Joan leads the 

Dauphin to Rheims tor the coronation. But atter the ceremonies 

are over, as the day wears on, the Maid indicates her desire to 

continue her attacks on the English. King Charles and some 01' 

Joan's comrades inar.ms try to dissuade her, showing how toolish 

any turther fighting would be. When Joan goes against their advic 

and is later ~aptured at Compiegne by the Burgundians, she is led 

to Rouen and prison. She is accused ot being a witch, sorceress, 

and heretic. Atter many day8 of relentless questioning, Joan is 

convinced by the Church authorities that she is in error, a wan

derer from the Church. At ;his point she recants all tnat she pro 

" 5 G.B. Shaw, Nine Plays, with Prefaces and Notes, ed, 
Dodd, Mead, and Co., New-york, 1937,-rob7. All retarences to 
Saint ~ and its pref'ace will be trom this edition. 

6 .!2.!s!., 1073. 

up 
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tessed in previo"s questioning about her voioes and visions. Onl~ 

a ~ew minutes later, however, when Joan learns that sbe must do 

penance for her wrong by spending the rest of ber li~e in jail, 

eating bread and water, and never seeing the light of day, she 

tears up her confession. By her act of disobedience, Joan shocks 

all the court, and 1s proclaimed a relapsed heretic. The Maid is 

taken of~ to be burned ~or her crimes against God, His Churcb, ant 

France. The epilogue of the play shows Joan returned ~rom the 

dead, twenty years atter her execution. All the persons of the 

play who helped in Joan's burning appear, admitting that Joan va. 

right in her protests. Finally, all leave, while Joan wonders ho~ 

long it "will be betore the eartb is ready to receive the saints oj 

God. 

\ 
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CHAPTER III \ -

CHURCH AND CLERGY IN SAINT JOd 

This chapter concerns itselt with Shaw's presentation 

ot the Catholic Church and her olergymen, in Saint~. The rea 

son tor starting with the Church Is simply that this institution. 

as Shaw considers it, seems to be ot utmost importance trom the 

beginning of the play until the final line ot the Epilogue. All 

the evidence seems to indioate that Shaw uses his presentation ot 

the Church as the unifying element tor the forwarding ot all his 

ideas whiCh appear in the play. The presentation of the Church a 

an entirely human organization is the fundamental idea about whic 

his theory revolves. while all the other ideas are subordinated t 

it. Each one oontributes in some way to make the predominant the 

ory still more convincing to the reader or viewer. 

In a word, then, - the main issue with Shaw is not that 

he believes Joan to be a military genius, not that he desires to 

naturalize her voices, not that Joan was the tirst protestant; 

rather, it is this: while the Church as an institution had no 
! 

right to interfere with th~ individual and his 'relations with God, 

and therefore was usurping power that in no way belonged to her, 

nevertheless, the clergy or administrators of this institution 

21 
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were only normal human beings acting according to their conscienct~ 

judging this Maid according to the Church's laws. Thus Shaw 

places. all the injustice or the burning ot Joan on the Church as 
.. - . 

an institution, and on her unreasonable laws. He allows the cler

gy to go entirely rree. Here is Shaw summing up the whole case. 

It is clear that he is interested in vindicating the orticials. 

Still, there was a great wrong done to Joan and to the 
conscience ot the world by her burning. ~ comprend£!. 
c'est ~ pardonner, which is the Devil's sentiment~_~ity, 
cannot excuse it. When we have admitted that the tribunal 
was not only honest and legal, but exceptionally merciful in 
respect ot sparing Joan the torture which was customary when 
she was obdurate as to taking the oath, and that Cauchon was 
tar more selt-disciplined and conscientious both as priest 
and lawyer than Sly English judge ever dreams of being ••• 
the human tact remains that the burning ot Joan ot Arc was a 
horror, ~d that a historian who would defend it would detenc 
anything. . 

But this cursory statement ot the purpose ot this chap

ter, again, is not a prejudgment ot the case, tor the entire chap

ter is aimed at proving (1) that Shaw imposes this personal theo~ 

of Church and clergy upon his readers, (2) that he does so by 

selecting and heightening very definite facts about the Church, 

and (3) that his presentation of the Church is the unitying idea 

of the whole play, since it is the most important phase of his 
I 

theory. 

This chapter, it will be seen, makes a specific contri

bution to the thesis as a whole inasmuch as it shows one partic. 

1 Shaw. Nine Plav8 ___ lOl~ 

.1 
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ular instanoe ot.Shaw's predomlnant interest in his ideas, hi. 

theories, his teelings towards Churoh and clergy_ 

It is obvious that Shaw has definite reasons for show-

ing us such men as the Bishop of Beauvais, and the Archbishop in 

Charles' court, in a certain biased way. After studying the play 

itselt, a further confirmation of just what his purpose is con-
-:: 

cerning the clergy will be gathered from the preface to the play.~ 

It would be misleading to tind his position on the Church as stat

ed in the Preface, and then impose this position a8 an interpre

tation of the lines in the play. For this paper is primarily an 

examination of the play Saint Joan and not the preface to it. 

However, when Shaw has said something that oorroborates the result 

of an objective analysis of the play, he is confirming what he 

writes, giving us one additional argument in favor of the conclu

sion of this paper. 

In order to verify the statements already made about the 

Church and clergy, the best method of exposing Shawls presentatio~ 

will be to indicate various sources in the play_ 

In the early parts ot the play when the Arohbishop in 

Charles' court is discussing the Maid with the king, this Church 

2 In the prefaoes Shaw makes numerous confirmations ot 
what he writes in the plays, as Ellehauge observes: "In Shaw the 
disproportion between the preface and the play is so great that 
sometimes the play impresses the reader almost as an anti-climax 
to the preface." Position' of §h!!! in EurQpeaq Drama, 331. 

> •• 
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dignitaI7 quiokly.labels Joan as an unrespectable woman. 

could she be a saint, it she were a "cracked" tarm girl' 

How then 

<', 

~ Archbishop., I should have expected more 
commonsense from De Baudricourt. 
He is sending some cracked country lass here •••• 
You cannot be allowed to see this crazy wench. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
This creature is not a saint. 
She is not even a respectable woman. 
She does not wear women's clothes. 
She is dressed like a soldier, and rides round the 
country with soldiers. 
Do you suppose such a person can be admitted to your 
Highness' court?3 

This is the first hint ot the attitude the Church is go

ing to take against Joan. 

The Chaplain ot the English is the next Churchman to de

fame her. He desires to punish Joan as a wicked traitor of the 

Church. "By God, if this goes on any longer I will fling my ca8-

sock to the deVil, and take arms myself, and strangle the acoursed 

witch with my own hands."4 Cauchon joins in with an implicit 
" 

accusation ot Joan as a soroeress who must be burnt unless she 

repents. This Joan, he 'affirms, is possessed by the devil. "It 

the devil is making use ot this girl--and I believe he is ••• "S 
, 

Unless this impetuous, ignorant Ma1d 18 stopped, claims 

3 ~., 1055. 

4 1.2!S!.., 1075. 

5 Ibid., 1079. Confer 1080, "She is inspired, but 
diabolioally inspired." 
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Cauohon, she wi~l become as Mahomet (sic), and take otf many 

children of the Church into some erring sect, no longer recogniz

ing the supreme authority ot the Churoh ot Rome. Joan is making 

herself supreme while she places the Churoh in a secondary positic~. 

Therefore, kill otf this infeoted heretio. 

Cauchon. The Pope himself at his proudest dare 
not presume as this woman presumes. 
She aots as if she herself were the Church. 
She brings the message ot God to Charles; 
And The Church must stand aside. 
She will orown him in the Cathedral ot Rheima: 
She, not The Churoh. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Who has turned it ~er hea~! The devil. 
And for a mighty purpose. He is spreading this 
heresy everywhere •••• 
Let all this woman's sins be forgiven her exoept 
only this sin; for-it is the sin against the Holy Ghost; 
and if she does not repent in the dust before the world, 
and submit "herself to the last inch of her soul to 
her Churoh, tg the fire she shall go it once she talls 
into my hand. . 

In the above passage, and as is apparent below, Cauchon 

is represented as the detender ot Churoh authority. Convinoed 

that he is right, he will do away with Joan. For this ignorant 

peasant is interfering, overthrowing the Churoh. She never men

tions the Church, but only God, as it the established authorit7 of 

the Churoh were completely divorced trom God. She is a rebel 

. agaihst the Churoh and State; and therefore, ag~inst God, no matte~ 

6 Ibid., 1082-1084. 
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these same men turn to Joan as she receives her first direct re-

proach ror her supposed rebellious attitude concerning Church 

authority. The scene·is the court ot Charles as Joan rirst visit 

there. The Archbishop has the tirst words against her. 

!e! Archbishop. It I am, not 80 glib with the name 
of God as you are, it is because I interpret His will 
with the authority of The Church and ot my sacred of ric 
When you first came you respeoted 1t, and would not 
have dared to speak as you are now speaking... 8 
You have stained yourself with the sin or pride. 
The Inquisition, arriving on the scene arter Joan has 

been captured and prepared for trial at Rouen, speaks in very 

derin1te terms ot reproach against the Maid. She is considered 

one of the greatest heretics ot the time. 

7 Ibid., 1085, 1087, 1088. It is fairly obvious tbat 
Shaw is representing Cauchon as sincerely convinced of bis opin
ions. But while the Bishop 1s justified, the whole implioation 
that the Church laws are 1n themselves completely unjust. 

I Chesterton notices that Shaw 1s taking great pains to 
exonerate the judges or Joan. "I have already m~ntioned Sijint 
~, which any aetheist might have made a eulogy on the Saint, 
but only Shaw would have made a derense or the Inquisition." 
Gilbert Keith Chesterton, George Bernard ~, London, 1948, 264 

8 ~., 1093, 1094 • 

1 
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Inquisitor. But having been pre8ent at ••• the ex
aminatIon, I must admit that thi8 seems to be one ot 
the gravest cases 01' heresy within my experienoe. 9 

The Inquisitor will try to , save her, but realizes he will rail, 

for Joan will oondemn herself -from her own .outh. 

Inquisitor. You need have no anxiety about the 
result, my lord. You have an invincible ally in the 
matter: one who is far more determined than you 
that she will burn ••• The Maid herself, 
Unless you put a gag in her mouth you cannot prevent 
her from convi8ting herselt ten times over every time 
she opens it. 

But, throughout the whole conversation between the dignitaries ot 

the Church and the English nobles, before the trial begins, no 

personal malice against Joan is shown. The only concern of the 

ecclesiastical judges is to vindicate Church authority,which, the~ 

say, is above every individual. They do not consider themselves 

cruel in condemning Joan, but would be so it they allowed her to 

go unrepentant, to intect othe~ children of the Church. ll 

Supporting the Inquisition, Cauchon claims that no pri

vate judgment can be above Church authority.12 

Throughout the trial proceedings, men are shown to be 

• , ,. 

,I . 

continually anxious to carry out justice, while they seek for a i 

~ay tp save Joan from the burning. At one time they think they ' 

\." 

9 ~., 1104. 

10 ~., 1105. 

11 ~., 1111. 

12 Ibid. , 1112. -
; i . ·'¥"O WI;- . Api ,.); ;; ... , aa , \($1 '0 
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have won her over. But when Joan relapses into' her heresy, inas

muoh as she will not aooept the conditions ot her lite-sentence. 

these same dignitaries rise and solemnly read out the official 

proolamation ot condemnation; as Joan is dragged off to be burned. 

(They wait. There is a dead silence. Cauchon turns to the 
Inquisitor with an inquiring look. The Inquisitor nods 
affirmatively. They rise solemnly, and intone the sentence 
antiphonally.) 

Cauchon. We decred that thou art a relapsed here-
tic. 

!h2 Inquisitor. Cast out trom the unity ot the 
Church. 

Cauchon. Sundered from her body. 
The Inquisitor. Infected with the leprosy ot here~~ 
Cauchon. A member of Satan. 
~ Inquisitor. We declare that thou MUst be ex

communicate. 
Cauchon. And now we do cast thee out, segregate 

thee, and abandon thee to the secular power. 
~ Inquisitor. Admonishing the same secular powel 

that it moderate its judgment oflthee in respect ot 
death and division .ot .the limbs. J . 

Thus far, Shaw has represented these authorities only 

as intelligent, prudent human beings, who have condemned a person 

whom they sincerely considered an infected . heretic. OUt of con

text, . the above lines may not seem to reveal that Shaw intends to 

show these officials as acting justly and sincerely. But it the 

dialogue is read with the playas a whole, there is little doubt 
. I 

that Shaw, up to this point, had made a selecti~ ot details con-

cerning the clergy indioating that their prooedure with Joan as 

the only consistent course. For an insignificant peasant girl has 

1 ~ Tbid 11?h 
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practically denied the authority ot theCburch, placing herself 

above the Church. 

This, then, is the matter Shaw employs, the ideas which 

constitute the presentation of the Church and clergy in the play 

proper. Of course, the Epilogue, &long with the play, enters inte 

the presentation of the problem here, just as Shaw insists that 

this Epilogue must be a part of the actual presentation ot one 

play in any theatre. l3a Without the Epilogue the picture is not 

complete, is out ot proportion and not entirely true. For in the 

Epilogue, Shaw continues his presentation ot the matter of the 

Church and clergy, yet with a slightly different twist. In the 

play proper, the clergy is set down as a group ot judges proceed

ing in justice according to their norm: Church law, in the Epi

logue, these same men are shown to have been wrong inasmuch as the 

principles they were 'following were wrong. Thus,· he brings out 

explicitly the objective error of the human institution called the 

Catholic Church in condemning Joan to the death ot a heretic. Al

though they proclaim that their procedure was Just according to 

the guiding light of their conSCience, and according to the prin-

l3a His reason tor keeping the Epilo~e in the stage 
production is exactly the reason for using it in the study of this 
play: without it the play is not complete. Shaw writes in his 
preface, nAs to the epilogue, I could hardly be expected to stUl
tify myself by implying that Joan I s history in the, world ended un
happily with her execution, instead of beginning there •••• So I 
am afraid the epilogue must stand." Shaw, ~ Plays, 1033. 
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)iples they were 'ollowing, nevertheless they admit that they wer 

Ln the rinal analysis, wrong in condemning Joan., A later ampli

~ioation will show as a taot that Shaw's position and purpose in 

ihe play is that Joan, in the' final analysis, was justified in he 

~evolt against established authority. 

Therefore, Shaw's matter or material ooncerning the 

ludges takes on a completely different tone here. Atter pointing 

)ut trom the lines or the Epilogue this "about taee" of the Chure 

)tfieia1s, the reason why Shaw uses this new approach will be de

;ermined in order to conclude (1) if Shaw is carrying out the pre 

lentation of his theory on the Church; (2) if so, why this 

;he theory - his view or the Church - is most important in the 

)lay. 

As the Epilogue opens, it is twenty-rive years atter th 

)urning of Joan. Her trial ot rehabilitation is just completed, 

'e ins tating Joan, condemning the judges who previously sentenced 

ler. 14 As King Charles lies in his bed, Ladvenu, a Churchman who 

las connected with Joan's execution, appears to the King telling 

11m the results of the trial: Joan is now justitied on earth as 

ihe has been tor so long in heaven. lS Ladvenu then humbly admits 

"-., 

14 dr oourse this trial was an acknowledgement that 
roan's coronation or Charles was, in every wa,' valid. In the 
~pi10gue, Charlie has this comment to make: 'They can no longer 
lay I was crowned by a witch and a heretic ••• Good. Nobody can 
~hallenge my consecration now, can they?" Ibid., 1133, 1134. 

, -
1$ Ibid. « 1133 
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that he was wrong in his opinion ot Joan, but he does not let God 

or King Charles, forget that he and the others acted according to 
. . 

the light ot their conscience. Joan will support him in this. 

As Joan appears betore"Charlie" he becomes trightened, But 

Joan quiets him betore telling him that her judges were "an hones 

lot of poor fools", doing what they thought just.16 Inasmuch as 

they thought they were acting justly, Joan recognizes their inno

cence. But her very presence here, the tact that she has come 

from heaven, that she is to be canonized three hundred years trom 

now, is Shaw's dramatic way of saying that when the dust settled 

after twenty five years it became clear that the Church and clerg 

had been wrong in following the Church's precepts, while Joan had 

been right, a saint ot God,' in no way a heretic or witch. 

With strong insistence throughout the Epilogue Shaw re

iterates that Joan's judges were no more unjust than the men ot 

today who must sentence a person who has violated an unjust law • . 

Thus Shaw is attacking The Church itself, placing all the blame 

for Joan's death upon it and its laws. His aim, it seems, is to 

bring out his beliet that nothing human, no human institution has 

the slightest right to interfere with t 'he individual and his 
. I 17 
religious feelings, whatever they may be. He'·has Joan call the 

16 ~., 1136. 

fi
r t 17 tHe~d~rsonsnotes that Shaw is ~$ttin~ up Joan as the S tDrotes an ~ •• 1 haw makes Joan the rlrst reat Protestant nsls ~ng upp,n ne pr va~e rl h~ or conscience 1 matters or ra1t 

andtconduct. Bernard Shaw 4 Also confer a' d f 8e of 
U~r~o~e~s~t~a~~~~Dt=C~~~~~~~~~~~~:L~aa~~l:~~~~~J • 
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judges "an hones~ lot ot poor tools", when actually the trial 

records show that Joan said, "Bishop, I die through you."lB Joan 

actually realized that Cauchon was not such an honest tool as aha 

would have him. . 

" But Cauchon has something to say in his own detense. 

was faithful to my light", he tells Joan, "I could do no other 

than I did.,,19 The only interpretation of these lines seems to be 

that Caucho~ believed himself helpless to do anything other than 

he did since Joan impressed him as a bold rebel who would not 

accept the highest authority on earth. According to his convict

ions he had to condemn her. But the bishop admits his tinal mis

take quite clearly - a mistake, ot course, tor which he is not 

respons1ble - when he rea11zes that God is in control over all, 

the Church, clergy, and layman alike. He did here what he thought 

was right. But now, atter death, he sees that Joan was actually 

a saint--really inspired by God. Cauchon did not know the ways 0 

God and, consequently, mistakenly judged Jo.an to be a heretic. 

Cauchon. Ayl Put the blame on the priests. 
But I, who am beyond praise and blame, tell you 
that the world is saved neither by its priests nor its 
soldiers, but bJ God and His Saints. The Church 
Militant sent this woman to the :fire; but even as she 
burned, the flames whitened into the radiance of the 
Church Triumphant. 20 ''\, 

18 W.P. Barrett, ed., trans., !h! Trial ~ Jeanne D'Arc, 
Gotham House, New York, 1932, 498 

19 Shaw, ~ Plays, 1131. 
20 IbiS" 1] 38. 
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Joan c~oses the Ep1logue bJ atat1ng tnat she belongs to 

God alone, in no way to anJthingbuman, any . Ch~ch or any author! 
. 21 
ty. Her last. words are addressed to God, who has led her to 

victory through all the human obstacles set in her path: "0 God 

that madeat this beautiful earth, when will it be ready to rece1v 

Thy saints? 22 How long, 0 Lord, how long"? . When she speaks ot 

the earth as not being ready to accept the aaints ot God, Joan is 

including the Churchmen who put her to death as a rebellious here 

tie, since they were only unenlightened human beings tollowing 

their conscience. 

Now, in order to reveal how this matter is intentionall 

imposed upon the play, it will be necessary to determine if Shaw' 

opinion is the ordinary one agreed u~on by most people in any way 

familiar with Joan of Arc. Clearly it is not. 23 The qualified 

opinion of one reputable historian states that the Churoh and her 

judges of the ecclesiastical court were corrupt and unjust in 

their proceedings, determined to do away with Joan. for safeguard

ing , their personal prestige. 24· The trial ot oondemnation has bee 

21 ~., 1142. 

22 ~., 1147. 

23 It has already been shown tha son tor writ 
ing the play, allot them, is to bring people around to his opin-
10ns. Conter above, footnote 3. page 17. 

24 '~he Pro96s de Condemnation of Jeanne d'Aro is a mas
terpieoe of partiality under the appearance of the moat regular of 
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shown by recent scholarly inves'tigation to have "been corrupt; and 

it is sad to say, the personal character ot Church dignitaries, 

such as Cauchon, was selfish enough to defame a country lass in 

order to advance in the honors of worldly dignity.25 T. Lawrason 

Riggs in his small,but nevertheless imposing book on Jeanne d'Arc, 

explains that Cauohon's action and therefore the whole trial was 

Illegal. He saY8, "Of "course, this oomplete demolition of Cauch

on's claim to jurisdlctlonis sufficient by itself to prove the 

illegality of the trial.,,26 Riggs is basing his arsuments on the 

official Reoolleotio by Jean Brehal, Grand Inquisitor of the Trial 

of Rehabilitation. 

Riggs relies on Brehal again to show how partial and 

harsh Cauohon was towards Joan. 

In exooriating terms, Brehal enumerates eighteen ways in 
whioh Cauchon showed that he took oharge ot and oonduoted the 

procedures." Pierre ChaInf.ion, "Essay on the Trial of Jeanne d'Arc 
and the Dramatis Personae'in The Trial of Jeanne D'Aro, ed. Bar-
rett, 480., ' . - -

25 "Ambitious, violent, and at the same time pliable, 
farseeing, adept in all manner ot diplomaoy, Pierre Cauohon was a 
superior man, a partial man, and "Dangerous," as a lawyer of the 
Parlement of Paris is to say ot him ••• " Champion, ~., 498. 

26 T. Lawrason Riggs, Saving Angel, Milwaukee, 1943, 82. 
This Reoollectio is a masterly summing up of the rehabilitation 
process, but It relies just as much on the official record of the 
Rouen trial of condemnation. The author, Jean Brehal, Grand Inqui~ 
sitor at the rehabilitation, inoludes theological briefs of the 
legality of the rehabilitation, and the illegality of the trial of 
condemnation, and the judges of that trial. This Recollectio was 
the basis for the judges decision in the rehabilitation. 
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trial 'with corrupt and inordinate bias' in tavor of the Eng
lish, an~7twenty-eight instances ot his·personal an1mositJ 
to Joan. 

Other plays about Joan, such as Maxwell Anderson's .i2.!!l 

2! Lorraine,28 show torth the unscrupulous character ot her JUdgES. 

The recent movie "Joan of Arc" whose scenario, although not au-
. 

thoritative but advised by Paul Donceur, was based on manuscript 

documents of her lite and trial, definitely leaves the lmpression 

that the executorsot. Joan's trial were in no way justifled, pro

ceeding to destroy this girl on motlves such as personal ambition 

and wounded prlde. 29 

The stage production of Saint ~ has the over-all 

effect that, at the end, one either feels a disgust and anger be

cause he realizes the whole case has been misrepresented by Shaw 

building up the Church authorlties; or, it one is completely un

familiar with Joan of Arc and her llte, he will feel that Joan wa~ 

entirely wrong ln acting as she did with Cauchon and the Inqui-

27 Ibid. -
28 Maxwell Anderson, Joan ot Lorraine, Washington, D.O. 

1946. Yet, it is not to be thought !bat Mr. lriderson is an au
thority on Jeanne d'Arc. 

29 . Paul Donceur, S.J., who was brought to Hollywood be
cause of his reputation as an authority on the history of Jeanne 
d'Arc, says in his article in The Month that all the judges from 
the blshop to the assessors were-paid by the Lord of Bedford, wh~ 
Warwick represented at the trial. Donceur also observes ~at 
Cauchon would not let Joan escape, but condemned her oontrary to' I, 
ever" prinoiple of Church law. Conter "Joan of Arc in Fact and I 
Film', !h! Month, I (new series), May 1949, 313-322. ' 

,I 
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sition. In neither case is there any resemblance to what ,the nor 

Mally discriminating reader understands about Joan. 

Clearly, theretore, Shaw has his own radical ideas on 

the history ot Joan, and in ~articular, on the Church in reterenc 

to her. However, since the purpose ot this thesis is only to sho 

that Shaw propounds the the~ry, nothing more than the !!£i that 

is wrong will be considered. To determine the degree ot error 

would be completely beyond this thesis. 

But in order to determine it Saint ~ 1s actually a 

"play ot ideas", it is necessary to tind out Shaw's purpose. It 

he had not twisted and colored the .historical matter concerning 

the Church and Joan, it would be quite probable that he was doing 

nothing more than writing the drama ot a saint ot France with who 

the Church was closely connected, and theretore, had to be repre

sented as such. But when Shaw does twist the historic opinions 

ot the case, his purpose, clearly~ is something more than the mer 

presentation ot a drama. Atter realizing ~bat this playwright ha 

drawn an entirely new picture ot the Church and clergy in this 

play, it is an obvious conclusion that he wished to present a 

theory ot his own, to put in his play the Shavian interpretation 
, l 

of the Catholic Church, her clergymen, and Joan~~t Arc. 

However, there is more to this Shavian theory than a 

debunking ot Church authority. This is only the explicit part or 
the theory. The implicit side ot it is much more occult than his 

. .. (j ML; e.g 4('.'.< $$t-CiU;Uo.,,; S __ , 4' cup ''-4'' '¥_ ;;44#4J.' t nM 
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dealing with Cauahon and the others. Shaw is completely for the 

individual who should be unconditionally tree when it comes to 

religion. 

Not only is the institution wrong in interfering, but 

also any individual is going beyond his rights when he steps be

:tween God and another man. Shaw is simply stating in another way 
i 

what he has said elsewhere: established religion is no help, but 

only a hindrance between the individual and the powers above him, 

whether one call this power God, or Life-Force, as Shaw does him-

self. 

The statement here of'both the explicit and implicit 

phases ot his theory is corroborated by Shaw in the various remar 

quoted below from his preface to th.e play. 

First of all, Shaw proposes that the Church authority 

had to punish Joan just as it had to kill Hus sometime before 

Rouen. 

But when the Churoh was not offering her her favorite luxu
ries, but calling on her to accept its interp~etation of ' 
God's will, and to sacrifice her own, she flatly retused, an 
made it clear that her notion of a Catholic Church was one i 
which the Pope was Pope Joan. How could the Churah tolerate 
that, when it had Just destroyed Hus ••• ,30 " 

Ib:e c1~rgymaking up, in his opinion, an honest ~ibunal, filled 

Jith conscientious men of authority such as Cauchon, tried her 
31 lustly, finding her guilty of heresy. He goes on to affirm that 

30 ~., 1010. 
31 Tb1 d., ) OJ 1. 

• 
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he historian 'who thinks ot the Inquisition as unjust, and consid

rs Cauchon and the other judges ot Joan as oorrupt otficials ot 

he law, is completely changing the picture, misrepresenting the 

acts. 32 Shaw writes that the- Church, according to its laws and 

ustoms, could do nothing else as tar as it was concerned, tor the 

hurch had encountered an immovable object in Joan. 

She was in a state of invincible ignorance as to the 
Church's view; and the Church could not tolerate her pre
tensions without either waiving its authority or giving her 
a place beside the Trinity during 'her lifetime and in her 
teens, which was unthinkable. Thus an irresistible force me 
an immovab3~ obstacle, and developed the heat that consumed 
poor Joan. ,., 

.ince Joan claims such authority for herself, it is easy to see 

.haw tells us, why the Church must have her completely submit, or, 

,f she remains perserveringly adamalt, have her condemned to the 

~eath of a heretio. 34 

Was this an unjust attitude toward the Maid. It was, 

:haw replies, for the norm aocording to which Joan was judged was 

Lnjust. The Church's law is no law, aocording to Shaw. But he 

levertheless points out that the Inquisition displayed far great. 

lustice towards Joan than some courts would today. 

(B]ut can any of the modern substitutes for the Inquisition ••• 
clia1m that their victims have as ., .fair a trial, as well con
sidered a body of law to govern their cases~or as conacien-

32 Ibid. , 1008. 

33 Ibid. , 1011. 

34 Ibid. , 102$. 
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'9 
tious a judge. to insist on strict legality ot procedure as 
Joan had trom the Inquisition ••• ' . . . . . . . . . . . .' . ... . . . 
Joan was persecuted essentially as she would be pe.rsecuted 
today. The change trom burning to hanging or shooting may 
strike us as a change for the better ••• but as far as tol
eration is concerned the trial and executign in Rouen in 
1431 might have been an event of today ••• 3~ . ' 

But Shaw undoubtedly shows that, despite the sincerity 

)f conviction on the part of Church authorities, despite the fact 

;hat the judges were proceeding according to their consciences, 

levertheless, in the tinal analysis, it was wrong to have burned 

roan. 

He calls the case ot Joan an appalling blunder on the 

lart of the Church, for it acted ' as it it were the Church Trium-

Ihant. 

When the Church Militant behaves as it it were already the 
Church jEiumPhant, it makes these appalling blunders about 
Joan ••• 

When, twenty-tive years atter Joanls burning, the Churc 

:ame out with Joan's rehabilita.tion, then in 1920 admitted to the 

'anks ot canonized saints, the Church, according to Shaw, was mak 

.ng public acknowledgment ot the tact that it had erred in con

lemning Joan as a heretio. It is as it Shaw were saying that the 

:hurch ~as willing to pay homage to the Maid only, after her inno-

35 Ibid., 1022, 1009. 

36 ~., 1016. 
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cence was established. 31 Nevertheless, tor Shaw, Joan's canoni

zation is Rome's act of raising a protestant to the realm ot saiD 

hood. "[H] er canonization was a magnifioently Catholio gesture a 

the canonization ot a Protestant saint by the Church of Rome. n38 

For Shaw, Joan is the tirst protestant martyr. "Though a protess 

ad and most pious Catholic, md the projector of a Crusade againa 

the Husites, she was in fact one ot the first Protestant martyrs.' 9 

"Protestant" here for Shaw is not to be taken in the sense that 

Joan was the precursor of any particular sect of the numerouB pro 

tastant churches. Rather his understanding of this term is a hum 

being who protests against any sort of dictation from a human in

stitution which tries to disrupt the individual's contact with 

G,od. Thus, Shaw directly implies that the Church does interfere 

with the individual and God. Therefore, protestant should be 

nderstood with a small "pH. 

Here, then is Shaw's aotual oonfirmation of all the pre 

vious observations made tromthe play itself.40 

37 Ibid., 1012. 

38 Ibid., 1011. 

39 Ibid. , 983. "-

40 Although his theory and beliets expressed here on 
Joan and the Church are historically and theologically in error. 
there will be no attempt to point out why this is so. OUr purpose 
as repeatedly stated, is only to show that Shaw is propounding a 
definitely radical theory, and imposing it will full deliberatenes 
on his play. 
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Bringing this theory into the brightest light by means 

of the above analysis of the matter and purpose, .all the evidence 

seems to indicate that Shaw's real mind towards the Church in thi 

play has become completely open. Although the full theory of Shaw 

been shown to be the most important part ot the theory tor Shaw, 

the unifying thread ot the theory, the predominating idea. The 

reason tor stating the treatment ot the Church as most important 

for him is this: first of all he spent nearly the entire Epilogu 

showing how the Church as an institution was objectively wrong in 

condemning Joan. Secondly, Shaw devotes a great portion of his 

preface to a consideration of the Church, explaining the whole 

problem. 

This chapter has shown suffioiently already that Saint 

~ can be classified as a "play of ideas", inasmuoh as all the 
--

evidence shows that the playwright has shown an inordinate inter-

est in his theory. 
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other saints of her visions are simply viVid produots ot her Lmag1 

nation, all easily explainable on the nat~al level. By 'militar~1 

Shaw means that Joan had great skill in the art ot war, leading 

men successfully because ot her strategy ~ather than any inspired 
2 enthus iasm. 

The dialogue shows how realistic Joan appears in the 

play. Without a doubt, Shaw's creative geqius bas given lite to 

the Joan ot his imagination, tor the character lives nearly every 

line she says. There is nothing dull or heavy 1n the way she 

answers the authorities of both Churoh and. State. In order to re

main consistent with the historical oharacter t hat he borrowed fmx 

his sources, Shaw wrote natural, simple, Q\llck-flow1ng lines tor 

Joan. He supplied stage direotions for he~, all indicating how 

natural and real she was. This dialogue 1s one ot the important 

materials which Shaw employed to create a ~eal Joan in his play. 

Some of the lines are quoted here to show that snaw has made Joan 

live. 
Poulensey.(Gravely) Sit down Joan-
Joan. (checked a little, and looking to Robert) Ma&-, 
Robert. ' Do what you are told . 

(Joan curtsies and sits down on tb.: stool between them.) 
Robert. What is your name? 
Joan. (chattily) They alwatsoall me Jenny in 

Lorraine. H~re in France I am Joan Tbe soldiers call 
me the mald.J • 

\ 

2 Although a complete analysis or Shaw's "realistio· 
and ttnatural" Joan is given further on in this chapter, conter the 
Preface to the play, pages 991-993, and 998~1001 for Shaw's state
ments on his Joan. 

3 Ibid., 104.6. 
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~he lines and stage directions impress upon the reader the tact 

that they are witnessing a simple girl who spoke and moved in real 

lite just as she is doing here. 

This means ot dlalogue and stage directions to point up 

the reality ot Joan is employed by Shaw consistently through his 

~lay. The scene where, Joan tirst meets the Archbishop displays 
, 

pnce more how simple, real and convincing she Is. 

Joan. Coom, (Sic] BluebeardJ Thou canst not tool mE. -, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Joan. (releasing him and bobbing him a curtsey) 

Gentle little Dauphin, I am sent to you to drive the Eng~ 
lish away trom Orleans, and trom France, and to crown 
you king in the cathedral at Rheims, where all true king 
of France are crowned. 

Charles. (to Joan) But if you want me to be crown
ed at Rheims you must talk to the Archbishop, not to me. 
'There he 1s (he is standing beside her)! 

~. (turning quickly, overwhelmed with emotion) 
Oh, my LordI (she falls on both mees before him, with 
bowed head, ,not daring to look up) My Lord: I am only 
a poor country girl; and you are filled with the bless
edness and glory of God Himself; but you will touch me 
with your hands, and give me your blessing won't you? 

Archbishop. Child, you are in love with religion. 
Joan. {startled, looking up at him) Am 11 I 

never though of that. Is there any harm in it?4 
These lines show the simple French peasant girl, speak-

ng with great respect and utmost candor betore the dignified 

~rchbishoP.5 Here is another representation ot Joan in which Shaw 

4 Ibid., 1061. 

, 5 Henderson speaks ot her thus: "This Joan is an un
Porgettab1e personality. Simple, naive, illimitably courageous •• ~t 
~ernard ~, 544. 
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believes he show.s her as the Maid of real lite. 

But the tact that Shaw has given Joan ,this lively dia

logue does not neoessarily mean that his "real" Joan is the closesl

tacsimile or re-creation of the Maid who tought at Orleans and was 

tried at Rouen. Furthermore, it is not necessary to consider 

Shaw's Joan as the most accurate and realistic representation ot 

her in literature, even though he reiterates that she is the actu

al Joan of history. For it .ill be shown that Shaw has twisted 

and colored the history of the Maid to fit his own ideas of her. 

Even though he has set down a realistic charaoter, nevertheless 

Shaw's Joan is not the historical Joan. He has selected and 

heightened certain parts ot her lite which tit in with his overall 

theory in the play. He believes that Joan herself is a Shavian 

in revolt, a genius who can see into the tuture tar better than 
6 the toolish otticials ot Church and State. 

Yet, it must be admitted that his Joan is more realistic 

than some ot the other representations ot .her in literature. Thus 

when Shaw, in his preface to the play, oonvinoes the reader that 

he has created a muoh more accurate, realistio, imaginable char-

acter than Shakespeare did in h1s Joan of Henrz VI, or Schiller 1D 

his JUngtrau ~ Orlean, he 1s actually doing ~~thing more than 

making a comparison. 

6 Documentary proot that Shaw departs trom the authen
tic history ot the Maid appears below. 



Concerning the romantio Joan in the play by Schiller, 

Shaw insists that his own Joan is a character much more in accord 

with history. In the prerace to the play Shaw indicates how his 

own creation dirfersfrom the romantic Jungfrau. 

Schiller's Joan has not a single point of contact with 
the real Joan, nor indeed with any mortal woman that ever 
walked this earth. There is really nothing to be said about 
this play but that it is not about Joan at all, and can hard
ly be s~id to pretend to be; for he makes he? die on the 
battlefield, finding her burning unbearable .• 

It is easy to see by simply reading his play that Schiller is muct 

further from the historical Joan. Schiller has sacrificed his tor-

ic truth for romantic imagination to a much greater degree than 

Shaw has ever done. 

When he speaks or Shakespeare's Joan in Henry y!, Shaw 

states his dislike tor any representation of Joan either as a ro

mantic heroine, or defamed witch and harlot. 

. The impression lett by it fHenry VIl is that the play
wright having begun an attempt 0 make Jban a beautiful and 
romantic figure, was told by his scandalized company that 
English patriotism would never stand .a sympathetic represen
tation of a French conqueror of English troops, and that 
unless he at once introduced all the old charges against Jo~ 
of being a sorceress and a harlot, and assumed her gO be 
guilty of them all, his play could not be produced. 

These comparisons are attempts by Shaw to make his audience believ 
I 

\., 

7 Shaw, ~ Plays, 1004. 

8 ~., Note that this is just Shaw's interpretation 
of HenrI VI, ~hich mayor may not be correct in itself. Whatever 
the case, it is clear that Shaw has given us a more realistic Joan 



~.t his Joan 18 eomplete17 ~al1Bt1e. 

the racts just a little. Some of the critics believe that Shaw is 

shining through Joan at times in the play, since he is so anxious 

to spin out his theory with Joan as its spokesman. 9 Sktmpole ad-

its that even though Shaw has a better than average character 

representation in Joan, still she is not entirely free from the 

stamp of a Shavian mouthpiece. 

Though not so apparent as in many of his plays, quite 
often Saint Joan is Shaw, and Shaw is Saint Joan. I would 
not, though, suggest that Shaw has in any way used Joan he 
used Tanner or Dubedat as projectors of his philosophY~ But 
nothing Shaw has ever written is entirely impersonal. l 

Mr. J. M. Robertson, who has published a thorough study 

on the historical veracity of Shaw's Smnt ~, recognizes the 

stamp of Shaw on his Joan, even though the playwright affirms tha 

he is representing her true to life. 

Mr. Shaw's own aim--or his most frequently recurring aim--is 
to make her wholly a human being. Unfortunately he "felt 
obliged" to re-create her in one or more of his own moulds. 
And in so doing, like Benevenuto Cellini with the castingll 
of his statue, he has thrown in some very queer material. 

9 Conter the commentary ,on Shaw by Edward Wagenkneoht, 
A Guide to Bernard ~, New York, 1929, 27, 28. 

10 Herbert Skimpole, Bernard Shaw, ~ ~ ~ ~ Work 
London, 1918, 146. If Shaw had taken history just as he found it, 
his Joan would not have been the Shavian that Shaw makes her out 
to be. Therefore he does change all of the history somewhat. Co 
fer William Irvine, ~ Universe ~ G.B.S, New York, 1949, chapter 
on Joan. 

11 John Mackinnon Robertson, !1!:. ~ ~ "~ ~", 
London, 1925, 20. 

':.._ - - -- -_._- ------------------------------------___ ._A __ ~~~p.P~(-~~ __ .. ~~~ 
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Thus, despite Shaw's protests, it seems that even into 

one of his best characters he puts something ot,himselt. It Joan 

is to be a Shavian, she must aot like one. He presupposes hIs 

conclusion. But all the while Shaw must insist that his Joan is 

the real Joan of history, for his whole purpose in the play is to 

establish his belief that Joan of Aro--even if she dId not realize 

it herselt--was one ot the first protestants and Shavians. He is 

not saying that he has oreated a Shavian Joan somewhat like to 

real historioal oharacter. Rather, he insists that his Joan is 

the real Joan; he is showing here that she was also a real Shavi 

Of more importanoe than Joan's realistio appearanoe, 

however, is Shaw's oonviotion that she is "natural." By "natural 

in' this oontext is meant fully understandable on the natural leve 

without neoessarily resorting to the supernatural. Shaw 

ring to her voioes,tor he is quite unwilling to believe 

were anything more than the products of her vivid imagination.12 

He expresses this opinion in the playas well as in the preface. 

Obviously in naturalizing her voioes in the play Shaw is attempt

ing to make his personal theory about Joan stand out more olearly 13 

12 Shaw, Nine Plays, 991-993. The dtalogue between 
Robert de Baudrioourt, military squire ot Vauloouleurs, and Joan, 
in whioh the natural explanation ot her voioes is set down, will :, 
be quoted below. I' 

13 It seems there has always been some doubt as to the 
authentiCity of Joan's voices and visions. But at the time Shaw 
wrote Saint Joan (1923-24), after Joan's canonization, only the 
Materialist ana- ce 
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There are people in the world whose tmagination is so vivid 
that when they have an idea it comes to them as an audible 
voice, sometimes uttered by a visible figure. Criminal 
lunatic asylums are occupied largely by murderers who have 
obeyed voices. Thus a woman may hear voices telling her that 
she must cut her husband's throat and strangle her child as 
they l1e asleep; and she may feel obliged to do what she is 
told. I5 

Shaw argues to prove Joan's sanity in following her 

voices. Proot lies in the fact that her voices effected good re

sults such as the capturing of Orleans, and the crowning ot CharJ~ 

in Rheims. 

Certainly the average person does not believe that Joan 

was insane in respect to her voices. But it is interesting to .see 

how quickly Shaw considers himself ~he last word on just what 

these voices were. The only possible interpretation ot Shawls 

opinion is that he knows the voices were not supernatural in or

igin. They were not the malfunotionings ot a lunatic. But they 

are just what he says they are: natural phenomena. Here is Shaw 

!!.!. cathedra. 

The soundness ot the order proves that she was unusuallJ 
sane; but its forms proves that her dramatio imagination plal 
ed tricks with her senses. Her policy was also quite sound: 
nobody d~sputes that the reliet of Orleans, tollowed up by 
the coronation at Rheims ot the Dauphin as a counterblow to 
the suspicions then current ot his legitimacy and consequent-

(ly of his title, were military and political masterstrokes 
that saved France. They might have been planned by Napoleon 

15 ~., 991. Conter Joan's lines, 
that you call my crimes have come to me by the 
say that I have d'one them by the order of God: 
for me to say anything else." Ibid., 1111. 

"All the things 
command of God. I 
it is impossible 
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or any other . illusion-proof genius. They came to Joan as an 
instruction from her Counsel, as she called her visionary 
saints; but she was none the less

6
an able leader of men for 

imagining her ideas in this .way.l 

Clearly the emphasis he places on the natural explanat

ion of Joan's voices is not necessary for the dramatic presenta-

tion of the Maid. To explain them away on the natural level is 

over and above dramatic demand. For if the lines from the play 

quoted above. 17 in which Joan admits her voices to be somehow from 

her imagination. were entirely omitted. neither Joan's character 

Inor the play would 'suffer in the least. But as the precursor 01' 

Shavianism. Joan must be fundamentally in agreement with every

thing Shaw sets forth to teach to the world. Yet, Shaw does not 

believe in the visions and voices of saints. Therefore, the case 

~ust be explained naturally. 

I cannot believe, nor, if I could, could I expect all my 
readers to believe, as Joan did, that three ocularly visible 
well dressed persons, named respectively Saint Catherine, 
Saint Margaret, and Saint Michael, came down from heaven and 
gave certain instructions with which they were charged by God 
for her. Not that such a belief would be more improbable or 
fantastic than some modern' beliefs which we all swallow; but 
there are fashions and family habits in belief, and it happena 
that, my fashion being Victorian and my family habit Protest
ant, I find myself unable to attach any such objective valid-

16 Ibid., 992-993. When this well-wrought prose is 
stripped of i~rimming, Shaw is simply saying that the pioua 
country Maid misinterpreted her genius; but this mistake in no way 
discredits the clever manoeuvers that resulted from these voices 
or genius--call it what you will. It is obvious that Shaw has a 
definite purpose behind this materialist presentation of the Maid. 

17 Confer footnote 12, page 48. 
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ity to the.torm ot Joanls visions. l8 

He cannot believe in the voices and visions. Theretore, 

in his play he will always represent them as something naturally 

explainable. 

There is one tinal passage in the pretace that clarities i I 

Shaw's opinion ot Joan. Again it concerns those who consider Joan 

as either mad or a liar concerning her voices. The point ot in-

terest is, however, that he is t,irmly convinced that he is right, 

and, by play and pretace, hopes to bring others around to his way 

ot thinking. 

It is one thing to say that the tigure Joan recognized as St. 
Catherine was not really St. Catherine, but the dramatization 
by Joan's imagination of that pressure upon her of the driv
ing force that is behind evolution which I have just called 
the evolutionary appetite. It is quite another to class her 
visions with the vision of two moons seen by a drunken perso~ 
or with Brocken spectres,echoes and the like. Saint Cath
erine's instructions were far too cogent tor that; and the 
simplest French peasant who believes in apparitions ot celes
tial personages to favored mortals is nearer to the scientiti 
truth about Joan than the Rationalist and Materialist his
torians and essayists who feel obliged to set down a girl who 
saw saints and heard them talking to her as either crazy or 
mendacioua. 19 . 

18 Ibid., 993. It seems tairly obvious that Shaw 1s not 
serious here, for as one of the most independent of men, he did 
not ~ase his beliefs on his family background and Viotorian heri

. tage. 
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19 Ibid., 994. Shaw would look on this quote as a good I,~I' I II ' I~II! 

argument in h~avor; tor our purpose, however, it is just !lll 
another confirmation that he is more interested in his theory than 11!ll i!lil' l!i: 

in his dramatic art. He is most interes~in his "ideas." ,I 
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It is . interesting to note that Robertson, who finds -the 

most materialistic presentment of the Maid" known to him is just 
20 Shaw's own, has detected a contradiction in Shaw's opinion of 

Joan's voioes. Shaw explains that it was Joan's "dramatic imagi

nation" that was responsible for her hearing voices and seeing 
. 

visions. Yet, he also attributes his ability to write lively 

drama to his Itdramatic imagination " ~' It seems to be the same qua

lity in both oases. Of oourse, Shaw does not mean the same thing 

in both cases, but the logioal interpretation of his statements 

leads Robertson to make the following conclusion: either Shaw is 

having the same kind of hallucinations as Joan, or Joan is lying 

about her visions. Now Shaw repeatedly insists that Joan is not 

lying. Robertson states the dilemma thus. 

But the queerest achievement of all is his explanation that 
Jeanne had her visions and her voices in virtue of a superior 
gift of "dramatic imagination." 

That proposition may fairly be held to prove Mr. Shaw's 
courage. What it negates is his judgment. By his own 
account he uses dramatic imagination to create his plays. 
Then we have this pleasing dilemma • . Either his mental pro
cesses are what he declares Jeanne's voices and visions to 
have been, hallucinations,.~ Jeanne did ~ actually hear 
and see the voices and visions she alleged. Thus the one 
modern publicist who gives support to the charge of mendacity 
against her is Mr. Shaw! Of course, he had no such intention 
He merely delivered himself of what he fancied to be an etfec~ 

1 tive stroke, without heed to logical cons~quences.21 

20 Robertson, & . .§h!:!! ..!lli! "The Maid", 18. 

21 Ibid., 46. It should be noted, however, that Robert
son, in a sense, has missed the point here. For Shaw does not say 
that the facts or results are delusion, but merely that the source 
is wron~lv named. 
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Certainly Robertson 1s reading more into Shaw's words than they 

actually warrant. If Sbawbad a chance to defend himself on the 

charge, he would make great sport ot Robertson's reasoning. What 

is to our purpose, however, -is that Robertson has detected that 

Shaw is dogmatically explaining away the voices ot Joan, and that 

he is imposing his theory on the play. Thus, though Robertson's 

insight into Shaw's opinion is somewhat strained, it shows that 

another facet of the playwright's theory about Joan of Arc 1s be

ing added to his "play of ideas t • • _ 

The final section of this chapter deals with Shaw's 

interpretation of Joan as possessing great military talent. 

As far as can be ascertained, nowhere in his writing-

certainly not in his preface to the play--does Shaw say that he 

used one definite history of Joan. He does mention in the prefacE 

however, that he was helped by reading some authors and historla~ 

of Joan, while he would not even consider other historical and 

popular opinions of the Maid. 22 Concerning primary sources, the 

playwright refers to and praises the work of Jules Q,uicherat who 

edited the testimony of Joan's trial of 1431, as well as the Trial 

of Rehabilitation, held between 1450 and 1456, more than twenty 
I 

years after her death. 

So far, the literary representations of the Maid were 
legendary. But the publication by Quicherat in 1841 of the 

22 Some indication of Shaw's referenoes appear on page 
1005.1006 of the Preface. A section trJ:)M the_sa oa~esis auoted be 
.L.CW. 
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reports of. her trial and rehabilitation placed the subjeot on 
a new tooting. These entirely realistio documents created a 
living interest in Joan which VoltairQ's mock Homerics and 
Schiller's romantic nonsense missed. 2 J . 

Besides using Quicherat in studying Joan, there are in

dications in the preface pointing to a number of secondary sources 

Shaw consulted many, found some that he agreed with, and others 

which he considered to be in error. Among, the latter, Shaw men

tions Anatole France's work, which presents Joan as a supernatu

rally inspired leader of men rather than a girl of extraordinary 

military talent. 

Late~ on, another man ot genius, Anatole Franoe, reacted 
against the Quicheratic wave ot enthusiasm, and wrote a Lite 
of Joan in which he attributed Joan's ideas to clerical 
prompting and her military success to an adroit use of her by 
Dunois as a mascotte~ in short, · he den~~d that she had any 
serious military or political ability. ~ 

Along with France, Andrew Lang's work is considered. Shaw finds 

this study to be more in agreement with him on the question 6f 

Joan's capabilities as a leader in war. "Lang had no difficulty 

in showing that Joan's ability was not an .unnatural fiction to be 
/ 

explained away as an illusion manufactured by priests and soldiers 
., ,,25 but a straightforward fact • 
.. 

The playwright does not stress the tact that Joan in-

23 Shaw, ~ Plays, 1005. 

24 Ibid., 1006. 

~S Ibid. 

" 
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wind, wanton wind, wilful wind, womanish wind, talse 
wind trom over the water, will you never blow again? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \. . . . . . . 
Mary in the blue snoodA kingtisher color, will you 
grudge me a west wind?~1 

The conversation deliberately concentrates on Joants anxiety to 

begin the battle and on her seeming tamiliarity with the smoke, 

ladders, and guns 01' war. She tirmly asserts that the soldiers 

just do not know how to use the weapons they have. She seems to 

say that she will show them how-to use the guns. Also Dunois has 

nothing to say here in distavor 01' Joants ability; the impression 

is allowed to carry through. Rather he adds to the scene, more 

clearly emphasizing that Joan is gitted with military talent and 

courage. Shaw is supporting his theory by having the subordinate 

characters allow Joan to pass tor just what she says she is. 

Joan speaks 01' her own strength that is superior toUlat 

at the English soldiers, strength whic.h aeemsto make her insensi

ble to the danger 01' war and battle with the infamous Black Princele 

Joan. You must not be arr~id, Robert. 
~rt. Damn you, I am not ' afraid. And who gave 

you leave to call me Robert? 
Joan. You were called ·so in church in the name ot 

our LOrd. All the other names are your tather's or your 
brother's or anybody's. 

Robert. Tcha. 
Joan. Listen to me, squire. At Domremy we had to 

fly to-the next village to escape from the English sol
diers. Three of them were lett behind, wounded. I oame 
to know these three p~gr goddams quite well. They bad 
not half my strength. 

27 Ibid., 1068, 1069. 
28 Ibid . lotta 
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These lines appear. early in the play before Joan has encountered 

anyone in battle. Although when read· tor the t~rst time they see 

to be mere groundless boasting, still Shaw continues to convey th 

impression that she possesses great strength. He emphasizes her 

ability to lead others in battle. 

Finally, in the Epilogue Shaw makes the best 01' his las 

opportunity to stress the idea that Joan surpassed the French 

otticers when they were in battle together. 29 Dunois, the French 

otticer, appears in the bedroom 01' Charles VII, while Joan is tal 

ing with the latter. ]mmediately the Frenchman and Joan begin 

discussing the battles against the English, tought atter Joan was 

burned. 

Joan. Tell me ·all about the tighting, Jack. 
Was i~ou that led them? w.ert thou God's captain to 
the death'.~.And you tought them my way, Jack, eh' 
Not the old w.ay, ~haft"ering for ransoms; but The Maid's 
way: staking lite 'aga~t death, with the h~art high 
and humble and void ot ' malice, and nothing counting 
under God but France tree and French. Was it my way, 
Jack? 

·Dunois. Faith, it was any way, that would win. 
But the way that won was always'your way. I give you 
best, las8ie.30 

Not satisfied with Dunois' tacit recognition 01' Joan's talent 

29 As if Shaw were not certain that he oonveyed his 1de 
clearly in the play itself, he makes sure that he does so now by 
using this final scene of the Epilogue. 

30 Ibid., 1138. Even though Joan's approach to battle 
seems somewha~mantic rather than realistic, Shaw would not ad
mit such an interpretation. 
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during the play proper, here in tne Epilogue, Shaw has him state 

directly that it was Joan's way that won. Dunois yields to the 

Maid not only as to an innocent martyr, but primarily as to a 

great leader in war. DunoiS; it is to be understood, is here the 

spokesman for all the military leaders who were in any way connec11'" 

ed with Joan in battle. 

This is'an adequate picture of Joan from the play itsel i • 

There are found in the preface also numerous instances in which 

Shaw supports his opinion of Joan as endowed ,with military talent. 

The following quote seems to be a detensive measure for his opin

ion, atter he establishes his .point here • . Later he will compare 

Joan with Wellington and Napoleon, implying that she fits into 

their category as far as things military are concerned. 

J 
j 

If anyone doubts this, let him ask himself why a 
maid charged with a special mission trom heaven to the Dau
phin ••• should not have simply gone to the court as a maid, 
in women's dres s, and urged her counsel upon him"V'a woman's 
way ••• Why did she insist on having a soldier's dress and arms 
and sword and horse and equipment, and on treating her escort 
of soldiers as comrades? •• Why did sh.e give exhibitions of 
her dexterity in handling a lance, and of her seat as a rider 
Why did she accept presents of armor and chargers and mascu- . 
line surcoats, and in every action repudiate the conventional 
character of a woman? The simple answer to all of these 
questions is that she· was the sort of woman that wants to 
lead a man's life.3l 

Now, after his attempt to show Joan as a manly woman of military 

prowess, Shaw goes on to compare her military genius with that 

of Wellington and Napoleon. 

31 Ibid. ,999. 1000. II! 
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In war she.was as much a realist as Napoleon: she had his 
eye for artillery and hislmowledge of what it could do. ShE 
did not expect besieged cities to fall Jerichowise 'at the 
sound of her trumpet, but, like Wellington, adapted her 
methods of attack to the peculiariUas of the defence; and she 
anticipated the Napoleonic calculation that if you only hold 
on long enough theothar fellow will give in: for example, 
her final triumph at Orleans was achieved after her commander 
Dunois had sounded the retreat at the end of a day's fight
ing without a decision. She was never for a moment what so 
many romanc~2s and playwrights have pretended: a romantic 
young lady. . 

Shaw is insisting that this Joan, as a military commander, is bet

ter than Dunois himself, on a par with Wellington, and anticipat

ing the tactics of Napoleon. Rather high praise for a country 

lass, used to herding sheep. The importance of this passage, how

ever. is that it substantiates the opinion that Shaw, in the play, 

represents Joan as militaristic. The dialogue could possibly be 

falsely interpretated, but not when the author clearly sets down 

in his own words his attitude towards Joan. 

Now that Shaw's opinion on Joan as a soldier has been 

clarified, it is important to find whether Shaw is again imposing 

~is theory on the play, or simply presenting the commonly accepted 

opinion on the point. 

Andrew Lang, wno d.voted his entire book to a refutation 

of Anatole France's history of Joan, is of the opinion that Joan 
' . '\.. . 

lWas a born leader ' who attracted people to follow her.)) But 

32 ~ •• 1001., 

33 Andrew Lang, The Maid of France, New York, 1909, 
152-155, and notes. ---------
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clearly, Shaw 18 demand1ng much more than leadersh1p in Joan. 

Anatole France does not be11eve Joan ,had any superior 

mi11tary talent. But he claims that Joan had some kind ot super

natural magnetism about her - that drew men into battle under her 

banner. 34 He has been criticized by Lang and Shaw, as mentioned I 
I above. Yet, while Lang ohallenges Franoe on this explanation ot 

Joan's leadership, Lang does go to the opposite extreme to olatm 

that she had great military talent. 

: 1 

Mr. Robertson who undertook his study in order to criti

oize Shaw's Saint ~, has weighed the historical evidence on thE 

Maid. His oonclusion Is, first ot all, that Quioherat's opinion 

of Joan was the popular one of the day. "The view ot Jeanne as 

possessing military genIus was widely popular In Franoe in the 

eighteenth oentury ••• Quioherat merely developed a long current 

oPinion. n35 Yet he does not think this opinion the oorrect one. 

[E]v~ry reoord of her victories tells (not of a speCial skill 
in war but) of a speoific enthusiasm roused by her in her 
followers - enthusiasm in the primary Greek sense of an 
ostensible divine possession.30 . 

, ,I 

i • He claims that Anatole France is inoorrect when he inteIiS I : 

: 34 Anatole France, .Y!! Q! Jeanne d'Arc, Paris, 1908. ill 
Confer Robertson on page 28. His opinion of Anatole France is I 

quoted be
3
l
5
ow . ,li:II'!~'! 

Robertson, lE • .§h!.!! ~ "lh! ~", 24. . I! 

36 Ibid., 40, 41. Robertson relies on the idea, popular li'i 
among the protestant sects today, that God has a personal connec- ,} 
tion with each individual, dealing with no two persons 1n exactly jL 

the same way. Confer Ronald Know's Enthusiasm. 
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that Joan was under the influenoe ot priests who tilled her with 

great ideals for achievement for the Catholic Church in France. 

[IY nd it [France'~ book outgoes historical warrant when it 
treats as a certainty, after putting as a conjecture, the 
inferenoe being that Jeanne in her early teens had been in
fluenced by '1priest or priests who saw that she could be 
made use of. J 

Robertson does not agree entirely with Lang on his inter~ 

pretations of Joan. Lang is "something ofa partisan, guided 

chiefly by his repulsions and his atfections ••• Yet he took abunaan 
. 38 pains to clear up the history of Jeanne at many points. It 

The·value of this analysis consists preoisely in this, 

that Robertson's opinion on Quicherat, France, and on Lang, along 

with their own qualified opinions, shows at least that Shaw does 

not have a common interpretation ot the Maid. 39 He has sacrificed 

historical tact and consciously colored his presentation. It is 

obvious that he is imposing his theory on the play. For his pre

sentation of Joan is unwarranted. His "matter" tor Joan has been 

his own ideas and theory, which, for the most part, seem contra

dictory to the faots. Therefore, the conclusion is that Shaw's 

purpose representing Joan as he does is simply to give voice to 

his t~eory, to impose it on the audienoe through the play. And 

31 ~., 21, 28. 

38 Ibid., 113. 

39 To point out this faot was the primary intention ot 
these pages, since it helps to substantiate the oonolusion that 
ffaint Joan is a "play of ideas. 1t 
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for those who desire, he otfers a personal confirmation of his 

theory in the prefaoe. The thesis of the play is more important 

for Shaw than the play itself. 

In order to tie together all that has been said here 

about Shaw's presentation of Joan as a real oharaoter, as a wholl, 

natural person, and as a military genius, a brief summary will be 

helpful. Shaw has been insisting, in etfeot, that he has repre

sented Joan as she really was. Those who have set her down in a 

way other than his have not been dealing with the real Joan. He 

has explained.her voioes and visions as natural phenomena of an 

overaotive "dramatio imagination ·... Anyone who believes that they 

oame direotly from some supernatural beings, or believes that Joan 

was lying about them, Simply ha~ not seen the light about her. He 

has drawn the military-minded Joan just as she was. Any other 

version is unintelligible. 

The Shavian theory, therefore, has definitely been ad

vanoed by the playwright within the play. That his purpose was to 

break down what he oonsidered false notions about Joan, and to 

bring people around to his way ot thinking, seems to be beyond 

quespion now. Though this theory on the Maid is subordinate to 

his main theme on the Churoh, nevertheless, it ''is essential to the 

story, as Shaw believes; for by it he has established Joan as a 

part of the Shavian world, whioh he intended to do, from the be

ginning. 



CHAPTER V 

JOAN'S TRIAL AND EXECUTION 

Little has been said about Joan's trial of execution, 

as Shaw sees it. But since her burning was the crowning point of 

her life, one is likely to suspect that Shaw has something defi

nite to say about this "pretentious savagery!'l Although the cler 

as a whole has been considered in Chapter III, something will be 

said here in addition about Pierre Cauchon, Bishop of Beauvais. 

Being consistent with his presentation of Cauchon, Shaw now pre

sents him at the trial as justice and kindness personified. Ther 

fore, whatever is said here about Cauchon will merely indicate 

more definitely how determined Shaw.is to whitewash this Bishop i 

particular, and the clergy in general. Throughout Scene IV otthe 

play, in which Cauchon, the Inquisition, and the English war-lords 

heatedly discuss Joan's bUrning, Shaw is preparing the groundwork 

for his presentation of Cauchon at the trial. From the beginning 

: 1 Shaw, Nine Plays, 1013. A brief summary of Shaw's 
opinion of Joan's burning is found in a letter., of his to Charles 
Sarolea, quoted · by Henderson. "When Joan said " God must come 
first.' that is, before the Church, there was nothing for it but 
to burn her or canonize Wycliff aild Hus." 544. The logic of Shaw' 
conclusion here is highly 'questionable. 

64 
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of the scene when Shaw has one ot the British pages call him "piou 

. 
Peter" until the end when CauchoD himselt says" "I will strive to 

- . 2 
the utmost for this woman's salvation", the impression conveyed 

-
is that Cauchon is the only -triend of the accused, among all these 

blood-thirsty war-mongers. Cauohon is "determined that the woman 

shall have a fair hearing."3 Notice how angry he is when the 

British speak ot letting Joan slip througn their English tingers: 

"Will you not add, God grant that she repent and purge her sint-4 

Here is Shaw's Cauchon, the one person who objeots to 

torturing Joan. The historical data which are supposed in the 

following speech ,cannot be veritied in the records of- the trial, 

but only in Shaw's mind. 

Cauchon. (decisively) It [torturing Joari] will 
not .be done today if it is . not necessary. Let there be 
an end of this. I will not have it said that we pro
ceeded on forced confessions. We have sent our best 
preachers and doctors to this woman to exhort and im
plore her to save her soul and body from the fire: we 
shall not now send the executioner to thrust her into 
it.5 

He warns Joan again and again. "Woman: you have said enough to 

burn ten heretics. Will you not be warned? Will you not under-

2 ~., 1088. 
"-

3 Ibid. , 1104. 

4 ~., 1112. 

5 ~., 1115. 
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6 stand?" Even the other persons represented in this trial scene 

do much to enhance the humanitarian spirit plaoed in Cauchon by 

Shaw. Witness the English Chaplain's bold address to the Bishop 

arter Joan recants£or thetlme being. 

!h! Chaplain. (rising, purple with tury) ••• I· 
know what the Earl ot Warwick will do when he learns 
that you intend to betray him. There are eight hundred 
men at the gate who will see that this abominable witch 
is burnt in spite of your teeth. 7 

It is almost as if there were an angel in Shaw's vindi

cated Cauchon. It oould be shown muoh more in detail how Cauchon 

is always the gentle judge with a kind heart; but it is obvious 

from what has already been indioated that Shaw has a particular 

bias in tavor of the Bishop. 

In the prefaoe Shaw oompletely denouces those who dare 

refer to Cauohon in a disparaging way. As the authority of the 

time--aelt appointed--he denies that Cauchon was an "unconscion

able scoundrel. 1I8 He oalls Andrew Lang's opinion of Cauchon and 

the trial "absu;d."9 

6 . Ib id., 1111. -
7 !!U:.<!., 1122. 

8 Ibid., 1008. Shaw believes that Oauchon was most 
sincere in his judgments against Joan - no personal, ulterior 
motives. 

I 
I,. 

9 ~., 1011. Although Shaw believes that Lang, in Ii 
answering France'Ef book on Joan, showed Joan's military talent to Ii 
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Despite Shaw's ange~ over those who cannot see the pic

ture 'as he ,does, all evidence concerning Cauchon seems to portray 

him in an unfavorable light. Lang considers this Bishop to be un

scrupulous in his presumption of what his rights were as judge of 

Joan. 10 Pierre Champion, one of the best informed modern author

ities on the history of Joan of Arc, has this to say of Cauchon. 

Ambitious, violent and at the same time pliable, farseeing, 
adept in all ' manner of diplomacy, Pierre Cauchon was a 
superior man, a partial man, and "dangerous," as a lawyer of 
the Parlement of Paris is to say of him; so one must expect 
to find him a man rich in resourcefulness. Jeanne certainly 
was conscious of his occult role and of his great intelli
gence; she feared him: "1 tell you, mind well what you 
pretend, you who are my judge" (lOth session). "Bishop, 1 
die thro~gh you," she will cry at the stake. l1 

ChRmpionis here giving us a little more proof that Shaw is going 

against history when he tries to justify Cauchon and the clergy. 

Another estimation of Joan's judges is given by Riggs 

as he summarizes Brehal. 

To study the Recollectio is to perceive that its oon
demnation of the Rouen trial Is above all based on the pre
judiced and inhuman spirit which vi~iated that process from 
start to finish. Brehal does, indeed, lay considerable stres~ 
on formal illegalities, but his main argument, supported by 
countless references to authorities, is directed against the 
un jus r2animus which characterized Cauchon's prosecution ot 
Joan. 

,Protestants ' • " Confer the preface, page 1001.' 

10 Lang, !a! ~ S?! France, 254, 255. 

11 Pierre Champion, "Essay on the Trial and Dramatis 
Personae", in Barrett, The Trial 2£ Jeanne D'Aro, 498. 

12 Riggs, Saving Angel, 87, 88. 
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In a further observation or Joan's judges, Champion 

again implies that Shaw has a most unwarranted opinion of the 

character of Cauchon. 

In the last analysis, Jeanne and her judges had a com
mon faith; and it was for the variations of doctrine, in
accessible to the young girl of nineteen years, that they 
persecuted and condemned her so cruelly. They examined her 
like sceptiCS, psychiatrists, or sectarians. Although the 
good faith of the young girl was so evident, even in that 
which was erroneous in their eyes, they saw nothing but 
Simulation, falsity.13 

It can now be seen that the judges, Cauchon in particu

lar, are not considered to be as just as Shaw would have believed. 

History, for the most part, considers them as greedy men who were 

more interested in their own self-advancement than in executing 

the laws of the Church. 14 

The questions of the trial are another important concerI 

for Shaw. Shaw, consistent with his stand on the judges, affirms 

that it is nonsense to say that the questions were "traps to en

snare and destr?y her. nlS Robertson, however, claims just the 

opposite. 

To the question put to her: "Do you mow yourself to be in 
the grace of God?" Jeanne very wisely replied ••• that 11' she 

13, Champion, Trial ~ Jeanne d'Aro, $09. 

14 It is worth recalling what Paul Donceur had to say 
in his article on the history of the Maid, in preparation ot the 
movie scenario. He states that all judges, bishop down to assess
ors, were paid during the trial by the Lord of Bedford. Conter 
above, page 35, footnote number 29. 

15 Shaw, Nine Pl~ys, 1008. 

' "-. ' .. : . 



were not in grace she hoped it would be vouchsated to her, 
and that if she were she hoped she might be preserved in it. 
To deny that the question was a trap is but to close the 
eyes to the nature of the procedure. l6 

Robertson goes on to say that Shaw has simply not allowed himaelt 

to see the whole truth of this matter ot questions at the trial. 

It is nonsense, says Mr. Shaw, to allege that the ecclesias
tical jurists "laid traps" tor Jeanne. It is blantant non
sense to say that they did not. Let any reader go to the 
records and see for himself. It was their business to lay 
traps for her, as it was the business of the Inquisition to 
do so with alleged heretics.in all cases that came before it. 
Maitre Jean Lohier, a famous Norman clerk, not of Jeanne's 
party, told the Bishop of Beauvais that the trial was void as 
to form; and added, "They will catch her if they can in her 
words ••• I perceive that the dominant sentiment which actuates 
them is one of hatred. Their intention is to bring her to 
death." His

7
pronouncement counts for considerably more than 

Mr. Shaw's.! . 

Along with Robertson as he disagrees with Shaw's opinion 

ot the trial is Pierre Champion. He affirms that the trial ot 

Joan is, without a doubt, a great SMUdge on the name of justioe. 

....... ; 

The Procas de Condemnation ot Jeanne d'Arc is a mmterpiece 
of partiality under the appearance ot the most regular of 
procedures. 

Rarely has injustice taken the .likeness of justice, to 
this degree; rarely has an assembly seemed so little inbued 
with zeal for the safety of the soul and body of a poor and 
saintly girl; rarely has one invoked with such hypocrisy its 
own partiality and shown likewise a false goodwill towards 
helping an unlettered woman to defend herself. And the 
judges at Rouen clothe themselves moreover in the opinion of 
that almost celestial light of the time--of the entire world-~ 
the learned University of Paris. What cowardly opinions 
were screened behind decisions entirely political, but so 

q§ 

16 

17 

Robertson, &,. §.h!!! and n~ ~", 80, 81. 

Ibid., 79. -
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sagely argued, by the Faculties ot Theology and Lawl 

Thus, it seems that the objective analysis or competent 

historians and authorities ot Joan ot Arc completely shatters 

Shaw's attempt to justity the judges or Joan. It Shaw's opinion 

on the trial is to be accepted, then the scientitic inquiries intc 

the history ot Joan must be completely over-looked. For Shaw is 

in direct opposition to their conclusions. He thinks the trial oj 

condemnation was legal. Brehal, the orticial Inquisitor has this 

to say in his otticial record. 

It is evident that a sentence or this sort proceeds, not 
trom discretion ••• but trom tht9voluntary haste ot a vengeful 
man, and is, theretore, null. 

What could Shaw's purpose be, theretore, in deviating 

trom the historically veritiable accounts ot the trial and the 

judges? It seems obvious that he is just making another attempt 

to torward his thesis in one more instance. Cauchon must be ex-

onerated, the trial must be without "traps" it the playwright is 

to be consistent with what he has previously attirmed. And 80 he 

is. In the play the entire dialogue seeks to exonerate Cauchon 

in every way. Also, in the pretace, Shaw has gone to great lengtt 

in ~rguing to prove--as he thinks--that his views on Cauchon are 

correct. Thus, Shaw is accountable on two charges: (1) that he 

I: 

-----1-8--C-hampion, "Essay on the Trial," in Barrett, .TI:!!!. TriaJ1i: 
ot Jeanne D'Arc, 480. _ ~. iliil! 

1:11111 19 Riggs, Saving Angel, 98, quoting the Recollectio. 
II:: 

:iJ 
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has misinterpreted history; (2) that he has imposed his ideas on 

the drama. The result Is that another tacet ot the over-all the-

ory presents itselt, to be set down for the audience and reader. 

His purpose Is to convert them to the playwright's way of thinking~ 

and to destroy the long-existing talse notions about Joan and her 

trial. Joan must appear as the Shavian she truly is. 

Closely connected with the matter just treated Is the 

question of Joan's relapse into heresy, after she had once recant

ed, or submitted to her judges. However, to read the trial docu

ments ot her relapse is entirely different trom hearing or readIng 

the dIalogue of Shaw's play relating this incident. In the origl-
20 . -

nal documents, much is made of the fact that Joan Is found again 

in male attIre, after she was told to dress as a woman, which she 

did for a few days. In the play, the question of wearing male 

dress after once layIng it aside is hardly elaborated at all. The 

reas'on seems to be that in the play It is not possible to have a 

time interval between Joan's recantation ~d her subsequent re

lapse. History, however, records that Joan had been oonfined in 

the Rouen prison for some days after her trial, before the author-

iti~s again found her in male costume. 

The alteration in time, however, pre'sents no problem 

20 That is, ' Jules Quicherat's original French documents, 
Proyes de Condemnation de rehabilitation ~ Jeanne d'Arc, Paris, 
Apercus Noveaux, Paris, 1850; and Barrett's translation of the 
original French and Latin documents into English. 

I 
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according to Shaw. For he explains the necessity ot cutting tn. 

ttme interval ot days down to a tew minutes in order to meet tn. 

demands ot dramatic unit,. It is worth noting that Shaw, in the 

following passage trom thepretace, is ambiguous in his use ot the 

unity ot time. Also, it is clear that he does not attempt to tol

low:the classical unity of time in his play. Furthermore, he make 

reterence to this convention as an excuse for his manoeuvers; yet 

he would be practically the last playwright to contine himselt to 

II, any convention, just for the sake of the convention. ~ 

It [the playJ contains all that need be !mown about her; but I!! 
as it is for stage use I have had to condense into three and !i!~ 
a half hours a series of events which in their his tor1cal 1' : 
happening were spread over four times as many months; for the I! 

theatre imposes unities of time and place from which Nature Ii 
in her boundless wastefulness is free. Therefore, the reader !: II 

must not suppose ••• that her excommunication, recantation, re
lapse, and death at the stake were a matter of half an hour 
or so.21 . 

What he says about dramatic economy may be quite true. Neverthe

less, cutting the time serves to eliminate the introduction of 

some historioal data. The actual time sequence might yield a ver~ 

telling blow against his theory that Joan relapsed for a reason a1 

together different trom "male attire." His opinion will be ex

plained below, but it is, clear that Shaw is tailoring the facts to 

fit his theory. For reasons other than dramat~c economy, he has 

omitted the historioally verified reason because ot which Joan 

actually relapsed. 

?1 ~hRW NinA P1 £IVa 1 n?A 
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Robertson notioes that Shaw has ohanged Joan's motiva-

tion for her relapse in order to fit his theory. 

WIth equal assuranoe he suppresses taots and obtrudes tiotioni. 
Re ••• has given in, his playa wilfully false account ot her 
final abjuration and of the exeoution. He presents her as 
abjuring in fear of life imprisonment, whereas she was ready 
to face that provided she was not left in English hands. 22 

Although Robertson here does not specifically mention 

Shaw's alteration of the time interval, Shaw's purpose is obvious. 

His emphasis on life imprisonment as the prinoipal motive for 

Jo~'s reoantation would seem to stand on first sight. A oloser 

examination of the facts,however, shows that Joan was not too ~oh 

oonoerned over her sentenoe of life imprisonment. Rather she re

sented the other punishment which aooompanied this sentenoe. 

Again the theory of the Shavian world is shining through 

the playas Shaw polishes to fine detail all the oontributing 

factors of the "play of ideas" in Saint.l2.!!!. The faot that this 

ohapter along with the two previous ones, has shown Shaw primaril, 

ooncerning himself with his ideas in the ,play, indicates that troIt Ii 

nearly every possible angle of oonsideration, Saint ~ seems to 

be a "play of ideas". Many other aspeots of the Shavian theory 
,. 

that lie between the lines of this play oould be examined in much 

the same manner as has been done here. However, the various no-

tions that have been analyzed have been ohosen beoause they seemed i 
to be the most important parts of that obvious theory. They es- I 

III 
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pecially clarify Shaw's treatment of the Church as an institution, 

which treatment provides a unity for every other idea that appears 

in the play. 

As far as can be-ascertained, therefore, the conclusions 

from the various chapters, taken all together, offer convincing 

evidence that Shaw has manifested in Saint Joan the same character~ -
is tics which Rattigan and so many others affirmed of his drama in 

23 general: a preoccupation with theory and ideas. Therefore, 

de~pite Shaw's literary astuteness and lively presentation of 

character, when the last analysis is made, Saint Joan like so man~ 

other plays by Shaw, seems to have those characteristics that make 

it a "play of ideas." 

23 Confer the Introduction to this thesis, and the 
various opinions of Shaw quoted there. 

\" 
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CHAPTER VI 

DEPRECIATION OF DRAMATIC ART IN SAINT lQA! 

In spite ot all that has been said in the previous chap

ters it is an established fact that many critics and editors or 

Shawls plays find Saint ~ one of the best, it not the best, ot 

all his dr~atic works. l But it is generally agreed that a pre

dominance or "idea" in a play depreciates its possible dramatic 

effectiveness. However, since it would be an entirely new thesis 

to show the dramatic short-comings of Saint Joan, only some of the 

more obvious defects will be pointed out here. 

It must be admitted that Shaw has a striking brilliance 

in his dialogue, which has carried over from his razor-sharp pol em 

ic prose. This is the prose with which as dramatic critic, he 

attacked and declaimed against the plays not only of his contempo

raries, but also ot such sacrosanct drama:tista as Shakespeare him-- II 

1 When summarizing many plays of Shaw, critics usually 
pay special notice te till. ttla1. Confer the treatment ot Saint 
Joan in Chesterton, Irvine, Fuller, Braybrooke, Skimpo1e, and 
Wag~nknecht. ,For example, Henderson in his biography says, "1 
have repeatedly read the text. I have no hesitation in pronounc
ing Saint Joan the greatest drama since Shakespeare." Bernard 
Shaw, 540.~wever, Shaw himself thinks it not so great. "Many 
Shavians maintain that it is his best play· neither Shaw nor I 
agreed with them .... "B1anche Patch, Thirty Years With G.B.S., 
London, 1951, 44. . ----

15 
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2 selt. Few critios oare to challenge Sh.oaw on his dialogue. Rath-

er, most ot his opponents, while attaoki.lng him on various other 

scores, usually pave the way by praising g Shaw's genius wi th a pen. 

Father Gillis in his expos~ ot Shaw as ";~talse prophet," is not 80 

narrow as to pass over what seems to be - true genius in Shaw. 

"One thing seems certain. He knows how T to write. His dialogue 

snaps and crackles and scintillates. HiaLs wit is unquestioned, He 

is a master, not only ot paradox, but ot ~ epigram ••• ") 

But dialogue is not the only poooint on which a play eith 

stands or falls. For even more essentia:al to drama than dialogue-

which appears even in Plato's philosophioLcal discussions, surely 

not drama--is the requirement that the cleharacters speak propria 

persona. However, Shaw has no hesitatiolon in admitting, "not that 

I disclaim the tullest responsibilities I tor his opinions and tor 

those ot all my characters, pleasant or v un-pleasant. They are all 

right trom their separate points of view,w, and their points ot vie 

are, · for the moment, mine a180."4 Thus, • a~cording to Shaw, the 

idea. of the characters and the ideas ot - the playwright can be 
'I 

'I i 

2 ttWith the single exception 0 ot Homer, there is no 1 .. 1. 
eminent writer, not even Walter Scott, wHvhom I can despise so enti -
ly as I despise Shakespeare when I measu~.re my mind against his." 
G.B.S., "Blaming the Bard", ~ Saturday:! Review, Sept. 26, 1896, !;~; 
quoted by Henderson, Bernard Shaw, 320. The title of Chapter XXXI 
in Henderson's biography is "Shaw and Shsoakespeare - Blaming the 
8ard". . II' 

3 James M. Gillis, False Propl:1ohets,New York, 1927, 1. I 

4 1 II 
Ibid. 

II 
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identified. This makes the character little more than a Shavian 

idea that has been given a name, and set in a dramatic dialogue. 

Thus, Shaw not only "shines through" his characters as is so ottell 

stated, but, more often than not, he actually takes their places. 

Braybrooke notices this characteristic in the person of Joan, 

though she is not so much Shaw, as many ot his other characters 

are. "Though not so apparent as in many of his plays, quite otten 

Saint Joan is Shaw, and Shaw is Saint Joan."5 
-

In making this identification of the ideas ot playwright 

and the character there is bound to be some loss in what Is commOll 

ly accepted as dramatIc procedure. For If the playwright intends 

to speak or preach to his audience, he should not adulterate drama 

tic art, but rather should publish his opinions in the form of a 

preface, or even tracts for the time. Although Shaw has realized 

hIs duty in thIs regard, stIll there Is a specIal reason why he 

chose the drama rather than the soap-box: he believed those wit

nessing a play are in a much more docile mood than the usual stree 

-corner crowd. 

As has been previously shown, Shaw has also carefully 

subor~inated certain facets of the main plot so that all parts 

contribute a supporting element to the theme, ~ather than detract 

5 Braybrooke,!h! Genius of Bernard ~, 145, 146. 
It Is clear that such persons as Tanner and Don Juan are more con
sistent projectors of Shaw's philosophy than -Is Joan of Arc. 
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from the chier point ot interest. Despite the soap-box oratorY' 

which recurs frequentlY', the plot holds together in a unitY' which 

is not common to most of the other plaY's of Shaw.6 However, the 

possible dramatic interest in Joan would have been enhanced it the 

recurring speeches of the playwright would not break through the 

plaY' setting. Without them, Joan would be more the Joan who lived 

in sixteenth century France. But Shaw--accordingto his principleB 

--has to enter the picture, throwing the whole somewhat out ot 

focus. 

As.a part of the plot, the struggle between the opposing 

forces--Joan and the Church as an institution--results in an in-

evitable clash, since each side sincerely thinks that his own 

position is the correct one. Yet it seems that the playwright is 

not being dramatically tail' to all his characters. For by select

ing and heightening certain details of the history of Joan, and by 

lending his personal sympathy to such persons as Cauchon and the 

Inquisition, Shaw presents an unbalanced picture with the Churoh 

and clergY' in the ascendency. Joan on the other hand, appears as 

a rebel and an unsubmissive, disobedient subjeot. It is not 80 

much a question ot dramatio aotion here, as it is of distorting 
. " 

the truth. For Shaw has conveyed a wrong impression about Joan, 

6 ,Irvine notices that the plot of this play holds to
gether better than most of the other plays because there are not 
so manY' distracting elements in it. Confer The Universe of G.B.S. 
320, 321. Henderson also makes the same observation in his bio
D'ranhv. 

------------_ ... _---------------------------'---
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, t~e olergy, and the institution of the Churoh, as has been shown 

,in the previous ohapters. Although the dramatis~ is allowed some 

ileeway in his choice of details, he can never sacrifice truth tor 

dramatic conflict, espeoiallTif he insists that he is offering 

true , history in his play. 

Yet, Shaw will shift the scene in the Epilogue, showing 

the Churoh to be wrong, and the rebel Joan, the herald ot Shavian 

ism, to be right. 

Granville-Barker has notioed the feeling of the audienc 

towards a play of' this type, in which the dramatist has not been 

fair with all his characters, and in which he uses some of these 

characters as his mouthpiece. This well-knpwn dramatic oritio 

claims that the playwright oannot long fool the audienoe. "For 

the fraud ••• will be at once detected, unless the audienoe is as 

gullible as the dramatist is dishonest. And the characters so 

indulged will at once lose their dramatic integrity.,,1 

While the ordinary spectator feels asy.mpathy for Joan 

all during the playas she is being crushed in the powerful grip 

of Church and state, Shaw is oontent to let her sutter so long as 

she persists in her views. But in the Epilogue, the realization 
I 

ot the Shavian spirit in Joan is brought out. POI' she conquers, 

ulttmately, just as Shaw believes that everything Shavian will 

1 Harley Granville-Barker, The Use 2f the Drama, 
Princeton, 1945, 51. --- --- ---
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conquer. Certainly, this prejudice Qt the playwright that over-
, 

shadows the play hinders the most tundamental purpose ot drama: 

to tell a story disinterestedly. 

Concerning drama there is a good deal to be said in . 

praise ot action which is interior, doing away with useless, sense 

less, back and torth physical motion across the stage. Shaw, ot 

course, is a strong apostle ot interior action since it suits his 

dramatic ."discussions" so well. However, the discussion tound in 

the scene previous to Joan's execution can hardly be called even 

"interior action." For as the varying opinions on the necessity 

ot Joan's death tall trom the lips ot Church dignitaries and Eng

lish nobles, there is no other evident purpose than to set forth 

the various opinions on the case--hardly what +s meant by interior 

action. 

But Shaw is satisfied to understand interior action as 

the "discussion" which is a part ot the essence ot Shavian drama. 8 
, -

Eric Bentley shows that this discussion is. a part of the Shavian 

theory for drama. "The theory ot Shavian drama is, on the positiv~ 
~ 

side, a defense ot the drama ot discussion, and on the negative I 

" 
8 Henderson in Bernard Shaw, 564, quotes Shaw on dis-

cussion as part of }:lis plays. "In response to my request, to 
state the difference between a modern and an old-tashioned play, 
Shaw said among many other things: fA play with a discussion is 
a modern play • . A play with only an emotional situation is an old
fashioned one.,tI Eric Bentley notes the importance ot discussion 
tor Shavian drama. ~ Playwright ~ Thinker, New York, nd, 156. 
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side, an assault upon all other drama. n9 
. 

Concerning dramatic convention, it is \ only natural to 

expect that much 01' the accepted convention will be ignored when 

the Shavian discussion is introduced. But Shaw throws out even the 

accepted procedure of his own time, which, as Granville-Barker 

notes, every playwright should respect. 

A$ the dramatist writes tor the theatre 01' his own time, he 
begins always by accepting the theatrical traditions which 
he finds established, and as he seeks to interest the 
spectators, he has no hesitation in utilizing the conventions 
which he finds in favor with his audience. 0 , 

But Shaw makes himself an exception to this customary procedure. 

John Gassner affirms that the reason behind this disregard 01' any 

convention except Shaw's own peculiar drift 01' mind is the discuss .. 

ion in his plays. "Shaw ••• evinced scant respect tor conventional 

or 'sound' dramaturgy ••• giving as much time as necessary to his 

~olemical disquisitions as he found necessary while the plot was 

left cooling its heels in the Wings."ll 

Along with this discussion and c9nsequent disregard tor 

dramatic convention comes a revolutionary type of drama. This 

fdrama should not be called "modern," for that would contuse it 

with so much 01' the present day stage which is quite unlike Shaw. 

His type of drama is recognized as drama in the 'real meaning 01' th~ 

9 Bentley, ~ Playwright ~ Thinker, 141. 

,I 

i 
! 

10 

11 

Granville-Barker, ~ of !h! Drama, 132. 

John Gassner, Masters of the Drama, New York, 

;1 
i:i! 
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term by no one except Shaw. Thus, as Cleanth Brooks remarks, the 

nature of dramatic art is missing no matter what the form ot the 

writing appears to be. Brooks wisely sees no objection to the 

artist's forwarding his ideas in whatever way he wishes, but he 

expects that the mere vehicle for the forwarding of these ideas be 

oalled something other than a play.12 The issue, he claims, is 

whether or not the play treats any problem in the manner of a 

tract. He believes that Shaw has these tracts to some extent, in 

Saint Joan. Shaw certainly does so in his other plays. Thus, 

Brooks suggests that they be called tracts and not plays, if man 

is still a respecter of words and their meanings. i ' 

Behind all this matter ot discussion in Saint ~ lies 

Shaw's opposition to the existing opinions ot ordinary people 

throughout the world. Even the unassuming spectator, as mentioned ' 

above, realizes there is some oonflict with the accepted tradition .. 

al truth concerning the Maid of Orleans. But if someone were to 

read Shaw's preface to the play there could be no doubt tor him 

that Shaw expressly has in mind to set forth his own original 

thought. This realism, according to Shaw, is to counteract the 

romantic deception of our times, as he oalls it. 

" Saint ~,it must be admitted, is good "box-office", 

, I!' 

12 Cleanth Brooks, Robert B. Heilman, Understanding I ~ 
Drama, New York, 1945, 411. "As his preface no Major Barbar'il '1 

interested in ideas for their own 
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as are many other plays of Shaw. But Shaw's plays seem to be 

successful more on account of their bold affrontery, radicalism, 

and originality, than because of their dramatio and artistic value~ 

There is a universal appeal 1n his expression of thought, but the 

universality_ oddly enough, is one of opposition. Many are in

terested in Saint l2!a because Shaw is attacking, casting a slur 

on the traditional representation of Joan. That Shaw intends this 

attack, according to his own words, is sufficient warrant for find 

ing fault with the dr'amatic art ot Saint Joan.13 But inasl1Ulch as 

the opposition makes itself felt in the ordinary theatre-goer, 

proof is had that there is s~mething fundamentally unartistic abou~ 

the whole play. 

Shaw's originality, which,has been variously interpret

ed,14 is an undesired, offensive imposition on the play. ,And this 

imposition is fully intended by Shaw, whether or not the people 

call it his "wit." Gassner remarks that the English have accepted 
. ". 

Shaw, or better still, have tried to excuse his otfensive, polemic 

13 The greater part of the prefaoe to Saint Joan is 
devoted to this attack. A180 Shaw tells us, ItI write plays with 
the deliberate object of converting the nation to my opinion in 
these matters. tt G.B.S., liThe Poli tical Princip~e at stake It, in 
Statement of the Evidence.in Chief, etc., quoted by Henderson, 
Bernard Shaw,~8. --

14 "I dare not deny that he is brilliant. But if one 
asks me to confess that Shaw is an original thinker, I demur ••• 
Shavian'originality' is ready made. He follows a formula. The 
formula is to ridicule what the human race reverences, and to ex
tol what the human race abominates. 1t Gillis, False Prophets, 5 • 
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oratory. Though -he was "stigmatized -as a clown, he also entertain 

ed a serious destructive"purpose.n15 By quoting' a letter of Shaw 

to Frank Harris, Father Gillis oautions the reader about Shaw's 

seriousness or purpose in his views. 

I had only to say with simplioity what I really meant and 
everyone would laugh •. I know that my opinions appear extra
vagant and insinoere, but if the British people only knew 
how rough I am in earnest, they would make me drink the hem-
lock.l . . 

Surely this great extent of didaotio seriousness will not allow 

the dramatic elements of any Shavian play to remain unaffected. 

Concerning the charaoters of a play, and oharacter por

trayal, Granville-Barker observes that all characters should have 

an "independence or the author" in .order that a degree or what he 

oalis "dramatio integrity" maY 'be maintained.11 For there is no 

integrity of this sort, but an abuse or the audience, when the 

author hides behind the make-up of his characters, especially when 

that author has the reputation of a polemio orator. This integ

rity is missing ~n Saint~. For Joan has not received the 

"independence of the author" as this paper has tried to show. 

Gassner offers some objective comment on Shaw's charaa-

15 qas sner, Mas ters Q! ~ Drama, 581~ -

16 Gillis, False Prophets, 5. 
11 Granville-Barker, Use of the Drama, 51. "There must 

be no fraudulent tipping of the-SCales by the dramatist in favor 
of this one or that ••• And the characters so indulged will at once 
lose their dramatic integrity." 

I,i 
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ter portrayal. He observes that Shaw can be a master of charac

terization when the occasion calls for it. 

It has often been maintained that Shaw has been incapable ot 
creating living characters. But though it is true that his 
dramatis personae frequently speak like their author, ••• and 
that he has been himself the greatest character ••• he has 
actually been a master of characteriz'ation

8
whenever the art 

was called for by the nature of the play.l 

Saint ~ is one of the plays that oalled for good characteriza

tion primarily because Joan has been kept alive before the minds 

of most of the world especially since her canonization in 1919. 

Certainly, Joan appears more life-like than nearly any other 

Shavian character, but the conscious effort of the author to make 

a Shavian out of her does seem to have warped her charaoter in no 

small way. Cauchonts character also has been tailored to fit the 

ciroumstances. For as Shaw himself says, he does not disclaim any 

of the opinions found in his characters. Joan and Cauchon are 

historical charaoters, it is true, but because of the laok of dra

matic integrity or freedom from the author, Shaw holds them first 

of all as puppets who must dance as he sees fit. 

It is easy to see how Shawls determined purpose to set 

down a didaotio drama has an obvious influenoe on oharacter por

trayal, for these people in the plays are the mouthpieces of his 

teaching. But 'despite the tact that they are teachers of Shavian-

18 Gassner, Masters 2! ~ Drama, 596. 
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ism, they must have some natural, appealing Quallties.19 These 

characters are to take their place in the theatre which, as Irvine 

remarks, Shaw wishes to make into cathedrals where people can find, 

or learn about, the deeper and purer realities that they are un

willing to t~ce in lite.20 Because he makes his theatre a cathe

dral, his characters, consequently, become didactic. And since 

characters cannot appear nowadays in the Shakespearean manner and 

still be realistic--according to Shaw--they must be didactic in 

the modern way, . the Ibsen way, the austere way. This sort ot 

didacticism, which goes tar beyond the mere artistic presentation 
-

of a realistic story of human lite, consists in a determined ten-

dency to teach, and in the case ot Saint ~, to teach according 

to the mind of Shaw. 

There is necessarily an artistic devaluation in a play 

ot this sort, as Victor Hamm points out. 

Artistically, didacticism destroys the unity ot a work when 
it separates the concrete and the abstract, makes a story 
rather an example .or analogue than an .organic narrative or 
poem ••• Didacticism spoils the delight ot contemplation which 
it is the reader's right to enjoy, by injecting into that 
delight disturbing elements ot unsublimated matter. Like 
lumps of carbon in imperfectly refined steel, such protrusioI~ . 

19 "The large number ot his personages are instinct onl~ 
with the lite .of intelligence, and are but the mouthpieces ot the 
author." Emile Legouis and Louis Cazamian. A History 2£ English 
Literature, New York, 1935, 1353. 

20 Irvine, The Universe of G.B.S., 193. According to 
Irvine, Shaw considered the theatre as the opium den where the 
people could escape trom reality. 
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of didaotic intent mar the texture of a literary work of art. Pl 

Finally, aince so much has already been said about Sbaw'~ 

purpose in writing the play, it will be sufficient to mention here 

that his didacticism can be sanctioned only by Shaw's personal 

theory of what drama should be. Thus, if Shaw's dramatic theory 

were wholly acceptable to the modern patrons of the drama--play

wrights, critics, and playgoers--there would be nothing dramati

cally offensive in Saint l2!e. If, however, Shaw and his theory 

are rejected by many as not being art, not being drama--and they 

seem to be rejected--because ot his ultimate purpose of teaching 

the plays, the nor.m for this rejection is the ~w ot the arts. 

Basically the law affir.ms that didacticism as such has no place in 

art, and in this case, no place in dramatic art. 22 

Despite all the saving qualities of the play, therefcre, 

Saint ~ seems to have sutfered dramatioally and artistically 

because of the reasons mentioned here. Thus, it .falls short not 

because it is Saint l2.!.a,but rather because it belongs to the 

"plays of ideas: ,., which are not able to maintain a high level of 

dramatic and artistic worth, even though, for the present, they 

21 Victor Hamm, !h! Pattern 2! CriticIsm, Milwaukee, 
1951, 81. 

22 Yet, Shaw, in his pretace to Pygmalion, writes, 
rtpYFaliOn is so intensely and deliberately didactic, and its sub
jec esteemed so dry, that I delight in throwing it at the heads 
of the wiseacres who repeat the parrot cry that art should never 
be didactic. It ioes to prove my contention that art should never 
~~~ancythiPR e!se~ ,Selected Plays of Bernard Shaw, ed. Dodd Mead 
allU :0 •• New IOrl<' --

'II 

I! 
!I 
I 
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may be "good box-ottice." 

~~mm ______________________________________________________ ~ 
:!!!!1gB _ Ad £Ai 
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